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An approved American Quarter
Horse Asdociation show is scheduled in
the West Kentucky Livestock and
----Ethibiticiti Tenter -11-ri—C611e-ge --FM111 -
Road in Murray on Saturday.
Sponsored by the Horsemen's Clulz of
Murray State University, the show will
begin' at 9 a. m. with halter classes,
entry fee $t Youth 4 activity- Auld
registered performance classes are
-scheduled-in-the-afternoon,- entry-fee $3
unless otherwise indicated on-the show
bill.
Competition-will also include an-open-
barrels class with money added and
open roping and cutting classes as the
final events of the day. -
Bob Spedden of Ellicoh City, Md., will
be the show judge. er
Joe Geurip, a Murray senior who is
• president of the Horsemen's Club and
manager of the show, said an admission
of $1 will cover all events for the day.
We expect to have a large number of
entries," he added. "The weather is
much better and the facilities are ex-
cellent — so we are hoping to have a big
crowd of people to share a day of
beautiful horses and excitement."
Another American Quarter Horse
Association approved show is
scheduled for April 16, with an open
show planned for April 15.
In Uur 98th Year Murray Ky., Thursday Atternon February 24. 1971
QUARTER HORSE SHOW SATURDAY—Quarter horses showing at halter will be the feature of the morning's activities
on Saturday during an approved American Quarter Horse Association show in the West Kentucky Livestock and Es-
position Center on the Murray State University farm Halter classes will begin at 9 a.m.' Other competition is scheduled in
the afternoon in the event sponsored by the Horsemen's Club at Murray State.
15 Semifinalists To Compete For Title Of
Miss Murray State University On March 26
When the curtain goes up on the 10th
annual Miss yiurray. State University
SchfaishfP—Pageant On :Sataiday
evening, March 26, a total of 15 coed
semifinalists will be competing for the
title.
The winner in the pageant to begin at
7:30 p. m. in Lovett Auditorium will




A Lexington construction company is
the apparent low bidder for repair work
on the Eggners Ferry Bridge over
—Kentucky Lake near Aurora, according
to Joe Hawkins, in charge of contract
procurement, Kentucky Department of
Transportation, Bureau of Highways.
. The bridge carries U. S. Highway 68
over the lake and Tennessee River.
The apparent low bid, for floor beam
strengthening and portal revisions on
the bridge, is $68,614, and went to Cee
Inc., of Lexington.
High bid for the project was $179,700,
Hawkins said, and the second low bid
was $70,790.
Asked about the gap between the
apparent low bid and the high bid for
the project, Hawkins commented, "We
wondered ' ourselves how these men
come up with these high bids, whether
or not they might lose money on the
project, 'but we always check thenr-
before final release.
Hawkins said,. there will be no
deadline for beginning and ending the
Eggners Ferry Bridge repair work.
Starting time, he said, depends on the
weather. "They're not going to be able
to do anything until the temperature
gets up. It'll probably be around April,"
Hawkins said. He added that the bridge
will probably remain open for traffic
flow during the repair work.
inside today




Offices in the Calloway County Courts degrees. "We .have, through -
House will return to a ,five-day week cooperation at all levels in our Com-,
this, week, after having closed on ..r.nonwealth, kept the wolves away from
Fridays in recent weeks, according to the door. We have not had to declare a
the office of County Judge Robert 0. fuel - emergency. But that is only.
Miller. because Kentuckians have taken steps ,
However:, the °Elites m Murray City o urn ess na ura gas, p pane an
Hall will remain...on the four-dab fuel oil. .
schedinctorthe1ime-15etrig,--according------- -"No one knows what thc imunerwill
to the Office of Mayor John Scott. A hold because of the energy demands for
statement from that office today
dicated that city Officials -feel- -the
energy shortage, which prompted the
four-day week initially, is still far from
over, And the four-dayr week will con-
tinue to help alleviate the problem.
Gov. Julian Carroll announced today
that Kentucky State Government of-
fices will return-to five-day week, eight-
hour-per-day operation beginning
Monday, February 28.
Most state agencies have been ob-
serving a four-day' work week since
January 31, but many, such as the
Kentucky Unemployment Insurance
Division, often worked-round the clock.
The current four-day work Week
phase will end today at 6 p.m.
Gov. Carroll said that he believes the
four-day- week has allowed Kentucky
government to set an example for fuel
conservation during January's bitter
cold weather, encouraging
homeowners, business and 'industry
across the--Commonwealth to join, in a
cooperative effort to preserve
_critically-short fuels for essential
human needs.
'But I believe that Kentuckians have
crown into the Miss Kentucky Pageant a right to. expect State Government to
• in Louisville in June. Semifinalists are:
- - -
Carmen Adams, Louisville
sophomore; Stephanie Anne Bedell,
Louisville ftestunan; Laura Rose Case, '
Louisville sophomore:- Kathryn Drue
Crow, Kennett, Mo., junior; Teal Ann
Dean, Marion sophomore.; Kim FOX„
Madisonville freshman; Karen Gordon,
Benton jwiuI, VIki lkrins,Loisilie
senior; Jana Lynn Jones, --Murray
junior; Barbara Joan Kemper, Murray
sophomore; Anna Lou Matthews,
Mayfield jintior; Catherine Ann Nix,
Owenton junior; Jocelyn Kay Radcliff,




They were selected from among 53
hopefuls in a preliminary judging based
'on a talent routine and an interview.
The winner Will compete in the state
pageant from where Miss Kentucky
will then atlizanre tn the Miss_Arnerica
Pageant in Atlantic City, N. J., next
fall.
- Jane Wagar, a Murray sophomore'
who is the reigning Miss Murray Sta:,
University, will relinquish /he crow,
She v. ill also perform a toedance during
progr4m. „ ,
diss Kentitky for-4976, +Ada/tamed
of Leitchfield, a student at the
University of Louisville and former
Murray State student, will serve as
zistress of Ceremonies for the pageant.
Betty Veatch, a Clinton senior, is
,rving as the pageant chairperson in
behalf of the sponsoring Student
Activities Board of the Student
Government Association.
She said information about ticket
sales and further details about the
pageant program will be released next
week.
be,-a_yaijAhle tothenn five days a week,"
Gov Carroll said. • -It may bei let essai
at some point in the future, because of
another energy crisis, to return to a
revised work schedule, but for now our
obligation to .be accessible to those %Oho
need state services is the overriding
--- consideration."
Gov. Carroll stressed the importance
of all 'Kentuckians continuing to
practice fuel savings, in their homes, in
their businesses and schools, and in the
factories. Thermostats in State
Government offices will continue to
maintain an average temperature of 65
House Subcommittee Completes Round
Of Hearings On Gas Supply Problems
WASHINGTON(API-
Congressional investigators call it
withholding gas. Oil company
executives refer to it as deferring
development of their reserves.
But Rep. John E. Moss says its name
doesn't matter "to the nearly half-.
million Americans who have been or
are still unemployed because of gas
curtailments in -this severest of win-
ters.-
The Calfornia Democrat chairs a
House Commerce subcommittee which
on Wednesday completed a round of
hearings on gas supply problems.
Moss and committee investigators
claim there_ has been deliberate
withholding by producers on federal oil
and gas leases in the Gulf of Mexico.
They say oil companies are sitting on
their reserves to await higher price's or
for other economic reasons.
An Interior Department study
released last week also found that
production in some Gulf of Mexico
fields, had been drastically reduced
over the past few years — for no ap-
parent reason. That study stOppW• short
of using the term "withholding."
Who aCtually runs the Kentucky State Police? An in-
depth analysis of the _situation appears on Page Eight, Col.
-
Despite an initial Senate victory, President Carter's
economic stimulation program still faces some big ob-
stacles, and it isn't just Republicans who are complaining.
_ Find ealite411-P-age Five,-on the editorial page
Why is the Murray State Fieldhouse so warm, when our
homes are cool due to lowered thermostats? M. C. Garrott
explains in Garrott's Galley,. als6 on Page Five.
clear to
partly cloudy
Clear to partly. cloudy tonight
and Friday. Lows tonight lb the
mid to upper 30s. Highs Friday in
the upper 50s. Winds










Comics 1...  9,11
- Ctissifieds 11, 12, 13
Deaths &Funerals ' 14
Yet despite the congressi.irial
hearings and the Interior report.
central issue of whether gas is bc.r.,:
intentionally kept off the intersieb
market remains unresolved.
In a news conference on Wednes,i
President Carter said, "I think
obvious to all of us that there-are
instances where natural gas is with -
from the market. That's
derstandable. If I was running at,
company I would reserve the rot.
release or to reserve some suppti,
natural gas."
During his campaign, Carter tall. -
for lifting federal price controls' fr!4::
gas in interstate commerce for a
period of four to five years. Some for::
of this proposal may be in the ener-2.,
bill he submits to Congress in late Apr;
Investigators for Moss' subt(ii-n:
mittee said that Texaco has reserve, f
over 500 billion cubic feet of natural
in two nonproducing reservoirs off tit --
Louisiana ,coast that it could h: - '-
pumped into interstate pipelines on
months' notice.
The investigators said this gas coli
have helped ease the winter's
crisis, but that Texaco is withholdmi,
from production to maximiz1 its pr, if:
by awaiting higher prices.
The allegation was -disputed W,'d-
nesday by Texaco Senior .
President Richard B. Palmer. f'
acknowledged the gas was there bit
said its production was reterved for t,ic
future. :
"Some critics claim new wells sh.iu1,1
be drilled to Produce known reser.- s
still faster at all costs. This could he
--a disastrotts-resith711--Pahmr-warre+-
"Interstate pipeline companies haA:e-
designed their systems -pased on a
continued supply for at least 15 to 20
years." -
- Moss said he wAs unimpressed by
Texaco's explanation or similar
statements by-----other. oil- --company
executives. He claimed it was • -an
exercise in rhetorical niceties which
avoids the really central issue at hand:
• who should Control the rate of
development ot natural Os from
publicly ownediands?" •
Moss' subcommittee also released a
separate report liednesday accusing
Gulf Oil Corp. of failing to deliver
contracted natural gas to' a itpeline -
System serving 16 states while selling*
gas at higher prices to other buyers.
,
The report said Gulf violated federal
law in reneging on its contract to supply
625 million cubic feet of gas per day to
the Texas Eastern Transmission Corp.
The report also accused the Federal
Power Commission of failing for slx
years to take action against Gulf
The FPC did order Gulf to deliver the
contracted gas last -October, but that
ruling is tied up in litigation and has
never taken effect. The subcommittee
recommended Congress act, if
necessarY., to force Gulf to deliver the
gas
air com4itioning„and no one knowsgeehat
next -winter will hold," he continued
"Everything we do to save now, will
stand us in better stead then."
Gov. Carroll made a number of visits
to state agencies during working hours
this month, both to thank state
government employes for their
cooperation, in working longer hours in
colder buildings, and to gauge em-
ployes' attitudes about the • four-day
week. "I would say the feeling was'
about evenly split," he says. "Basically
„those who are single, or are married
with no children or with grown children
were for the revised work schedule.
.Those with young children and those
who-traveled long distances, seemed
mainly lobe against it."
He said the experience that the state- -
has gained through the current revised
work arrangement on a government- —
wide '-/basis will be invaluable. The
Kentucky Department of Personnel last
summer . used another kind of revised
work schedule which involved four-day
weeks, but on a trial basis only, and not
for energy reasons.
Personnel Commissioner Addie -
Stokely says lhat some five thousand
Kentucks gov_ernn, lent 'employes are
being petted tó-seerwhat their attitudes-
are about the current four-day week„
She says the valucof the survey will be
to match attitudes with those gained
during the summer trial and learn how
to- go about a- revised schedule ap-
plication when and if it is needed again.
Gov. Carroll said that one eroblem
occurring in many areas of state
government this month was that state
employes working five days in area
offices needing support services from
Frankfort were unable to get it on
Fridays. This was also true, in some
cases, of citizens needing contact with
Frankfort offices on Fridays. .
"All of these experiences will be
useful in allowing us to plan for future
winters," Gov. Carroll said.
"Throughout this crisis, I have been
concerned that we minimize what I
knew would be a loss of production,
both in the private sector, and in the
service-oriented public sectors. It has
been a very thin line on which to walk,
but I believe what we did was just as
necessary, as it is to return now to a
more normal work schedule::
Better Education Means
Better Pay For Local Workers
To what extent does a better
education pay off, in dollars and cents,
for _ the average Calloway County
resident?
How much is it, worth, in current and
lifetime earnings. to-gii through high
school and college.
That is the subject of much debate
these days. Some contend that the
economic advantage that well-educated
people enjoyed for many years over the
less-educated has been declining and is
well below what it was a decade ago.
According to Harvard economist
Richard B. Freeman,(college graduates
no longer have -as-large an edge in in-
come over high -school graduates as
they had then. The difference is down
considerably, he finds, and their job
prospects, also, .are less. certain than
before.
Other studies, however, maintain
that a good education ontinues to be
very worthwhile financially, but do not
deny that job problems aka -greater
than in thepast.
On the basis of national data Corn-
: piled . by the Department of Commerce,
it appears that the average man in
Calloway County who, has had four
years • of college can look forward to
Making about 58 per cent more Money
-during his working career than-a Incal-
high School grad. • -
. Similarly; local men who have
completed four .years of high school
have the prospect of earning 39 per cent
More during 'their lifetime than
elementary-school graduates.
These are averages, it is pointed out,'
and do not apply to every individual.
-Some people with meager educational
backgrounds earn more than many •
college gi-aduates.•
On an annual basis, figuig recently
released by the Department of Com-
merce, covering the entire, male
working. population, show that the
median income of college graduates is
$4,850 a year above that of high school
graduates and $10,040 above the ear-
nings of elementary school grads.
The latest figures indicate that
Calloway County residents are
presently getting a median of 11.0 years
of schooling, which is more than they
were getting formerly. In 1960 it was
8.8.
Of the local population over age 25,
43.8 penrcent are high school graduates
and 11.4 per cent college grads. '
Carroll May Extend,
Deadline For New Tags
F'RANK FORT, Ky. LAP) — Gov.
Julian Carroll has indicated that
because ofbad weather in January, he.
may extend next week's deadline for
purthaiing 1977 motor vehicle liCense
tags.
Courthouses, where the tags are sold,
had to shorten their hours and in some
instances had to close because of fuel
shot tng• s, -said- -John- -Nichols,— the --
governor's press secretary.
• And the cold Weather and bad roads
kept many people from reaching
courthouses that were open. Nichols
said Wednesday.
, He saki the decision ,whether to ex-
tend the Inesday. nrildnight 
will be based on information from
county clerks.
qoAlben A. Hatt, motor. ;:ehicie •tax
director in the state Bureau of Vehicle
Regulation, said about 1,700,000 motor
vehicles were registered last year in
Kentucky.
-.Some of the vehicle owners have left
the state, and some of the vehicles have
been taken-off the road-, he said, but
officials still projected that more than
1.5 million tags would be purchased
during the January and Feburary '—
reOwal period.
Hatt said his agency hasn't counted
the number of people who have "VW-
chased tags so .far; and has-no estimate -
Of the number of counties where large
numbers still must purchase their tags.
But he said, based on conversatiOns
with cohnty clerks, that "some counties
some-are -




Another fa• mous landmark house in
Calloway County, the two -story white
frame house on the old Joe Mon-
tgomery farm at New Concord, was
destroyed by fire shortly after midnight
today, ' r
The house was owned. by Mr- and.
Mrs. John J. Livegay and was occupied
by Mr.. and Mrs. Bobby Thompson and
theirfour.children:
The Calloway County . Rescue Squad
was called to the scene.
• -I Ay





Club met Monday, Feb. 14, in
the home a Mrs. Jack Wilson
with ;the president, Mrs.
Holmes Dunn presiding.
The devotion was given by
Mrs. Robert •Hendon. Mrs.
Prentice Dunn read the
minutes and treasurer's
report
The "Pennies ft.i.:̀  Friend-
ship" fund was discussed and
it was decided to help with
that project. Some orders
were taken for Stanley
Products with the club to
receive a percentage of the
sales. Lesson subjectVor next
year were' selected from a
variety of topics.
Mrs. Robert Hendon gave
the lesson on "Today's
Etiquette." Mrs. Clyde Miller
presented a lesson—on' r-
niture Refinishing" and ala a
minor lesson n 'Trends in
Home Furnishing."
Mrs. Leon Adams gave the
landscape natei and Mrs. Roy
Hancock presented the lesson
on "EmbrOidery Stitches."
Other members present
were Mrs. Lenith Rogers and
Mrs. Harry Russel.
Cake and Cokes were served
by Mrs. Wilson and her co-
hostess, Mrs. Adams.
The next meeting will be
March 8 at seven p. m. in the
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1/i.s. Lindy -Inn Brandon'
wuldliainv llicheal Pittman
Mr. arid Mrs. Alvin 13randon, Ji,óf Hazel Route Two an-
nounce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
only daughter, Cindy Ann, to Benny Micheal Pittman, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Pittman of New Concord.
. The bride-elect will be a 1977 graduate of Calloway County
High School. She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. William
Ray of Hazel, Alvin P. Brandon of Murray, and the late Mrs.
Trudy Steindorf.
Mr. Pittman is employed by X-Cel Oil Company iii Murray.
He is the grandson of Mrs. Elsie Hendon and the late Lamar
Hendon of Murray and the late Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Pitt-
man.
A May 16th wedding is being planned.
. Thursday, February 24
Carter School Cub Scout
Pack 57 will have its Blue and
Gold banquet at the school at
6:30 p. m.
Zeta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
the club house at 7:30 p. m.
Southwest Calloway PTC
will meet at the school at
seven p. m. with program by
Jane Cothran's sixth grade.
Boosters Club of Sandy
Coleman Twitriing Academy
will meet at the studio at
seven p. m.
Friday, February 25
KentuckY Lake Chapter of
National Association of
Retired Federal Employees
will meet at the WOW
Executive Room at 9:30 a. m.
with Rep. Kenneth Imes as
speaker.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held. Call 753-9725 by
9:15 for morning shopping and
by 11:30 for afternoon show
ping.
Lunch for senior citizens
will be served at North Second
Center at twelve noon with

















Exhibitions of a three-
dimensional exhibition by
Mary Handshy, Springfield,
Ill., a graphics exhibition by -
Mike Buckingham, Louisville,
and a painting exhibition by
Anthony W. Dotson,
Hopkinsville, will open in the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU,




Woman's Club, will meet for
its noon luncheon at the club
house.
Scholarship auditions for
high school students planning
to major in music at MSU will
begin at nine a. m. in Farrell




by MSU Horsemanship Club,
Will begin at six p. m. at the
Livestock and Exposition
Center.
Murray State Lady Racers
will play at 5:15 p. m. and
Murray State Varsity men will
play at 7:30 p. m. at the MSU




Church Women will continue
its mission study at the church
at seven p. m.
Joint senior recital by
Denise Reynolds, Memphis,
Tn., soprano, and Sue A.
Williams, Hodgenville, flute,
will be at two p. m., and a
senior - recital by David
Hartwein, baritone,
Louisville, will be at 3:30 p. m.
in the Farrell Recital Hall,
Price Doyle Fine _Arts Center,
MSU.
Wesley Student Fellowship
will show the film, "Parable"
at the United Campus
Ministry from six to 6:45 p. m.
Gospel singing will be held
at the Dexter Baptist Church
at 1:30 p. m.
Monday, February 28
Recovery, Inc., will meft at




Murray Woman's Club, will
meet at 9:30 a. m. with the
program by Mar-Lane
Ceramics.
Mission study with the Rev.
Paul Dailey, Sr., as teacher,
WM be at the First Baptist'




Charles Norwood of Hardin




By Abigail Van Buren
*977 bt C(.Acago !mho* p. Aro* 5.,4 .Ac
DEAR ABBY: I've heard of wives who have threatened
to leave their husbands unless they gave up their dan-
gerous jobs as_noticemen. Well. I'm not about. to leave my
husband because of his dangerous job, only Ws. not a ciip,
but a newspaper truck driver who drives 200 miles a night.
-five nights a wee-k. • --
My husband (I'll-call him Mike( is in the hospital from his
-second serious accident in use „yrars. Five years ago a
drunk hit him head- on. Both Mike's legs were broken arid
his finger was torn off. (The drunk was killed instantly.1
Last week, Mike hit a deer! The deer's legs came right
through the windshield and into the cab af the truck. The
deer proceeded to kick Mike in the face. Luckily a constable
arrived on the scene and shot the deer. ctr it might have
kicked Mike to death.
All Mike:s-froatileeth were knocked out, and it took 65
stitches to sew his face up.
Abby, newspapers must be delivered, so Mike goes out in
all kinds of weather. Sometimes these Pennsylvania roads
are (one sheet of ice, and its so foggy you can't see your
hand in front of your face. He.  been driving for 20 years,
and lately, every time I say goodby to him, I'm a nervous.
(.( reek until he gets home safe.
t begged him to get a different joh7. but he won't. If
you or in vont. else can offer .1 reasonable suggestion for
coping it h this problem, I'll listen. I lovi. Mike with all my.
heart and figure if ht. loved rile as much. he'd see my point
inti change ohs.
t'MTKE'S WIFE
tiR WIFE: If . ou've begged Mike to change jobs and
he's refused, it's evidence that he's doing what he wants to
do and probably what he does best. Granted, his job has a
higher risk factor than most, but threatening to leave him
will only undermine his confidence in himself and add et
another burden to his already burdensome job.
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I raked three fine (laugh,
ters. Two are now happily married. Our, youngest, 23, has
fallen in love with an assistant college professor who
thiesn't even .h4.ye enough_ money .ta buy _ber. an engage-
ment ring. • . .
Thev want to get married with "no muss, no fuss- her
words.). All they want at the ceremony are his parents,
their sisters and brothers:its: a ieW of their 310.4'. friends
and the preacher!
Should we allow our daughter, a fifth-generation Amer-
-lean, to get married without dignity like a West Virginia
H illbilly?
UNHAPPY IN VIRGINIA
DEAR UNHAPPY: FA ery bride is entitled to the kind of
wedding she wants. And her plans sound dignified enough
to me.
IP.S. And what do you mlan, "allow"? At 23, she doesn't
need your permission—or even your presence. Just be glad
she wants YOU there.I
DEAR ABBY: I am a senior in high school, and my par
ents still treat me like I was 2 years old. Last Friday night
I went to a basketball-game with some kids and said I'd be
home by 12:30 p.m. Well, I didn't get home until 1:25 a.m.,
but it wasn't my fault. The kid who owned the car went for
a ride afterward, and I couldn't get home without him.
When I got home my mother was practically in hysterics.
My father said if I'd been gone another five minuted they'd
have called the police.
I've been grounded for six months. I tried to explain that
it wasn't rn'y fault, and if they'd let me off this time it would
never happen again; but they wouldn't listen. Don't you
think their punishment is too rough for what I did?
GROUNDED
DEAR GROUNDED: Yes. But if you take your punish-
ment like a man, perhaps your parents will be so impressed
with the maturity of your behavior, they'll shorten the
grounding time. Try it.
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,-
send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.. Beverly Hills,
Calif. 90212, Please enclose a long, self-addressed, stamped
(24*) envelope
Clarksville Youth Speaks
At Goshen WOmen's Meet
The , Goshen United
Methodist Church Women met
at the church on Wednesday,
February 9. A favorite dish
fellowship supper was served
at six p. m. with prospective
members and other visitors as
special guests.
Following the supper
program was held in the
church sanctuary with Lucille
Rollins as program leader
who had invited her grandson,
Chuck Bolton from
Clarksville, Tenn., to speak to
the group.
The speaker, used as his
text, Luke 10:25-37, the story
of the Good Samaritan, for an
inspiring talk on "Loving
One's Neighbor." He was
introduced by Donna Gam-
mon who said that Mr. Bolton
was a young person who was
putting Christ first in his life
by Working in a Christian
Youth Movement in the
Clarksville area.
Sue Ann Hutson presided at
the business session and
presented gifts for perfect
attendance for the past year to
Agnes Wright and Marlene
Beach. The attendance for this
month was composed of
twenty members and ten
visitors.
The meeting was closed
with the benediction prayer.
Ky. lake Music Barn
New Concord, Ky.
Big Square Dance
Every Friday - 8:00 p.m.
Gen. Admission Adults-$2.00 Children (6-12) $1.00
Come Dance, Look or Listen
Country Music Show
Every Saturday -8:0Qp.m. •
Gen. Admission-Adults42.50 Children (6-12) SI•50
SPECIAL DRAWINGS EVERY WEEKEND




Central Shopping Center, Murray, Ky. I
BE MRS CHARGE • BANK AMFRICARD • ST ER CHARGE •
•
ISAWAVTUUL PU4" LA3 k4014•4  • Eluttutd, GAAWE, -
SLEEPW EAR SALE 
299(1,0 gowns,polomas to 
coats and 
599 
10096 nylon long & short
The Murray
Ledger lk Times
Central Shopping Center, Murray, Ky.
...at all stores
OPEN NIGHTS 8





JR. & MISSES DRESSES 
lays to choose from
I & 2 pc Dresses. locker
Dresses, tong Dresses. Reg---- 599 799 999 1 1 99
179910 37 99
1 1 99 to 1399) t
 JUMPSUIT SALE 
SHIRTS! SWEATERS! 
Solids & Patterns in
Polyester & blends 40
to 509€ off and more
All from our reg. stock! Many
Prints & Solids. Values 15.99 to
19.99
SKIRTS! PANTS.




60% off on GenuirseN leather
Many style's. Your '44vorite
fashion colors. Reg. 22.99
VINYL 
HANDBAGS60% OFF! All from our regular 399
handbag stock! Reg 9.99 —
YOUR CHOICE
SUEDE JACKETS
Save 50% — Reg. 79.99
Hooded and Unhooded Styles 399
 :LEATHER COATS
In the secrOn's most wonted 99- cherry color. Save $60 to $100 . 99 •
Reg. 159.99 to 199.99 NOW
DENIM JEANS! GAUCHOS! 
19.99 SAVE 50%
(---, All" from . regular stock. Many





































































terment, social affairs and long-




(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
Don't let petty annoyances
get you down. Stand back and
examine matters carefully,
evaluate situations per-
ceptively. Then you can cope
YOU BORN TODAY. like
most Pisceans, have a strong
affinity for the artistic but you
also have a very practical
streak which, coupled with your
remarkable intuition, gives you
the ability to put your creative
abilities to the best use. Music
and literature are the best
outlets for your /talents but,
even if you do not adopt one of
these as a life work, you may
develop into a connoisseur in
either field. Paradoxically, with
such artistic leanings, you are
also a whiz with figures, and
could become an outstanding
financier. But here you MUST
be realistic. The Piscean is
often superstitious and may act
on hunches or "omens" —
which could prove disastrous.
Other fields in which you could
excel: shipbuilding and
shipovming, statesmanship, the
theater, painting and sculpture.
Birthdate of: Enrico Caruso,
renowned tenor; Pierre Renoir,
French painter.
Only „lust Begun" clpring the the :matron .of honor and
ceremony. r- carried a bouquet a white and
Bride's Dress yellow daisies with green
The bride was escorted to netting and green streamers
the altar by Frank Garland tied in love knots.
who gave her in marriage. She The flower girl was _Kim
looked radiant in her tiered Garland who carried a
gown of satin trimmed in lace. bouquet of a single pink
The bodice was fashioned with carnation with pink netting
venise lace trimmed in lace and pink streamers in love
and ruffles. The- gown had a knots.
The groom wore a navy blue
leisure suit. Steve Lewis,
nephew of the groom, was the
best man. Tony DeMarco,
brother of the bride,
ringbearer, carried the rings
on a satin pillow.
- Reception
Following the ceremony the
reception was held at the
church. .
The table)was.overlaid with.
a loth and centered
with ove" theme cen-
terpiece. The three, tiered
white wedding cake decorated
with yellow and pink rosebuds
--with green contrast was-
topped with a bride and groom
statuette. Flanking the cake
were green candles in crystal
holders., Two crystal 'Punch
bowls were placed on the
table.
Serving at the reception
were Mrs. Januita Decker,





Mrs. Ed Davis opened her
home for the meeting of the
New Concord Homemakers
Club held on Wednesday,
February 9, at one p. m. with
Mrs. Charlie Stubblefield,
president, presiding, and Mrs.
Louise Patterson giving the
devotion.
Lesson sheets on "How To
Refinish _Furniture," the
lesson for the month, were
-given to the members in the
absence of the leader, Mrs.
John Livesay, due to illness in
her family.
The January lesson on
"Etiquette" was cancelled
due to bad weather and lesson
sheets were also given to the
members.
Mrs. Effie Edward gave the
secretary's report, Members
answered the roll call with
"How My Heart Feels
Today." Mrs. Rainey Lovins
directed the recreation.
The hostess, assisted by
Mrs. Stubblefield, served
buffet style refreshments of
open faced cartwheel sand-
wiches, bundt cake, fruit
salad, and coffee and Cokes to
thirteen members and six
visitors who were Mrs. Earl
Preston, Mrs. Buford French,
Jr., Mrs. Virginia Burnham,'
Mrs. Darrell Mitchell, Little
Dara Ann Mitchell, and Paige
Patterson. Mrs. Mitchell
Joined the club.
The next meeting will be
held Wednesday, March 9, at




The human body is com-
posed of about two-thirds
water, by weight. This high
water-content of the body has
been called "the sea within
You." It is, literally, salt water
plus essential substances in
solution. Many of our best
foods help supply the amounts
of Water we need. Milk is one.
And did you know tomatoes
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Miss Debbie Lynn Fortner Is Marne('
To Mr. McNeill At Calvary Temple
Miss Debbie Lynn Fortner
and Randall Lynn McNeill
were married Saturday,
February 12, at two p.m. at
the Calvary Temple Pen-
tecostal Church of God with
the Rev. Tommy Clendenen
officiating at the double ring
ceremony.
The bride is the daughter of
Mrs. Alma Fortner of Murray
11r. and Mrs. Randall Lynn
Route One and the groom is
the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Willard McNeill of Boaz Route
One.
The ceremony was read as
the wedding party stood
before the altar. Music was
presented by Mrs. Debbie
Clendenen, -organist, with
Ricky Clendenen singing "The
Theme From Romeo and
Juliet" as the wedding 'party
stood at the altar before the
ceremony began, and "We've
long train. The headdress was
a Juliet crown overlaid with
flowered vernse lace to which
a three tiered veil of bridal
illusion was attached.
She carried a bouquet of
white and yellow daisies with
white netting and white
streamers tied in love knots.
Her only jewelry was a
• necklace and a pair of
earrings, given to her by an
old friend.
Mrs. Patricia Garland was
Your Individual
Horoscope
 Frances Drake 
FOR FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 1977
What kind of day will
tomorrow be To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for Your birth Sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 201
A day for building up double
strength in certain areas.
Tighten up your schedule,
eliminate flaws, loopholes for
error. Thus, you can steer your
course more successfully.
TAURUS -
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Study trends, new resources
for tapping. Develop your top-
flight faculties and you can
make this day one to remem-
ber.
GEMINI
I May 22 to June 211
Your native intuition and self-
reliance stimulated now. And
both will be needed if you are to
solve some possible "tricky"
situations.
CANCER
--t-June 22 to July 23
Stellar aspects now suggcri
the revival of old projects if still
feasible or the launching of new
ones — to better your course
and outlook. "
LEO
• July 24 to Aug. 23i
Stepping out of the picture is
no way to avert difficulty or
tension. Step right in there with
your good will and ingenuity,
and you can Conquer all.
riP
VIRGO
) Aug. 34 to Sept. 23)
If you've had difficulty in
launching a cherished project
because of opposition, you'll get
a chance to prove. a significant
point after noon — and barriers
will fall.
LIBRA
- (Sept. 24 to Oct, 23r Arl
Avoid a tendency toward
-nervous tension. Don't try to
rush things and don't fret, even
though friends and (or)
associates may prove annoying
'at times.
SCORPIO
lOct,,24 to Nov. 221 nt'e/P
Evefything may not go as
planned; but revisions could
-prove beneficial in the long run.
Innately, you are keenly per-
Tizt
0
ceptive, so look ahead'
S AG ITTAR IUS .1
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) +41T
Given the right impetus by
you, your vehicle of success can
speed ahead unimpeded. Smart
initiative and enthusiastic ef-
forts will pay off now.
CAPRICORN
t Dec. 22 to .Jan. 20) Vi
Develop those unique ideas
that so often come to your
bright mind but are too quickly




Jan. 21 to, Feb. 19;
,





'Mrs. Justine Story was
hostess for the meeting of the
South Pleasant Grove
Homemakers .Club - held on
Wednesday, February 9, at
her home with Mrs. Donna
Jackson, presideptrpresiding,
and Mrs. Sherrie Paschall,
secretary calling the roll with
fifteen members present.
The devotion from Ec-
clesiastes 3:1 was given by
Mrs. Story with the thought
for the day being given by
Mrs. luta Hutson.
Mrs. Jackson and Mrs.
Paschall presented an in-
teresting lesson on "Sewing
Machine Attachments."
"Refinishing Furniture"
was the subject of the lesson
given by Mrs. Cecelia Cooper.,
Another lesson presented was
"Today's Etiquette" by Mrs.
Story.
Mrs. Hutson showed simple
embroidery stitches, Mrs.
Cooper showed ideas on
landscaping, and Mrs. Viola
McReynolds gave tips on_
landscaping.
During the •social hour
refreshments were served by
Mrs. Story. Also present were
Mesdames Ellen Orr, Vickie
Washer, Nina Craig, Hilda
Orr, Clovis Jones, Imogene
Paschall, Clara Jeah
Paschall, Delpha Taylor, and
Liz Williams.
The March 9th meeting will




The ,Murray High School. Stage Band; directed bY Joe Sills, p,kented a special program of music at the
-Sweetheart Dinner" held by the Theta Department of the Murray Woman's Club on Monday evening, February 21.
at the dub house. Pictured,  left to right, front row, Michele Kelly, Abby Karmac, Jon Noffsinger, lames Morris, Steve
Gough, Kevin Allbritted, Charlie Bazzell, Chuck Wilson, Danny Adams, Melinda Janson, DOug. Crafton, John Hart.
Ritks Smith, Karen Turner, back roiv, Tim Harrell, Mike Lents, Ann Gregory, Lisa Frances, Mike *inner, lames
Harrison. Sharon Outland, Lynn Johnson, Terri McConnell, Marilyn Howard, and Jackie Galloway. Mk, Arlie Scott,
program chairman, introduced Mr. Sills who told of the organization of the band and said it was one of the few
stage bands in high schools in Kentucky. Mrs. Lloyd Boyd, department chairman, welcomed the members and
guests, and conducted the business session following the program. The Blind Corners project ot the club was
discussed and Mrs. Gene Bailey and Mrs. Charles Hale gave blind corners for each of the members to check to see if
they had been corrected as to the traffic hazards, etc. Mrs. James Byrn and Mrs. A. L. Hough reported on the finance
project. A potluck dinner was served with the tables being decorated with floral centerpieces, arranged by Miss
Lucy Forrest. Hostesses were Mrs. Durwood Beatty, Mrs. A. L. Hough, Mrs. Louis Kerlick, Mrs. Arlie Scott. and Miss
Forrest. forts-two members and guests were present for the dinner and to hear the program.
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If you happen to. over-salt
soup, cut a potato in slices and
boil it in the soup to absorb the
salt. Then- discard the potato
slices. — Judy Hetterman,
Hickman. _ .
Most elderly persons_ in this
• country live reasonably active
lives in,. their communities.
_They most often report a
general sense of well being in
their lives. Although they
report a high amount of
disabling illness, one of their
chief disadvantages in society
—Nil lack of tneney. We have
not yet created conditions in
society which will help the
older person to achieve
financial stability and in-
: deperidtkce. Apart from this,
the picture of older people
- shows_a_greater variety than
most any age could expect to
see. Sue Fraser, Bardwell.
r).
WHEN SHARING A ROOM.
Whenr-two -ehiklren share a
room, special problems arise.
In, the event that this
arrangement is necessary for
you, it is wise to let each child
share in the plans for
decorating their room. It is
unportant for each child to
have furnishings for his or her
Cordeha Encin
I nil Of Church
.11t
The Cordelia Erwin Unit of
the South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church
Women met Monday,
February 14, at seven p. m. at
the home of Mrs! Imogene
Paschall with twelve mem-
bers and two visitors, the Rev.
Dr. Bill Mullins and Mrs.
Amelia Erwin.
"I'm Talking To Myself—
What Am I Saying" was the
topic of the program
presented by Mrs. Clara
Brandon and Mrs. Clovis
Brown.
The scripture was read by
Mrs. Brandon with Dr.
Mullins leading in _prayer.
Mrs. Lurene Cooper led the
group singing of "Open My
Eyes That I May See.".
Mrs. Paschall, chairwoman,
presided with Mrs. Brown
giving the secretary's report
and Mrs. Katherine Rickman
the financial report.
Items discussed included
membership drive with dinner
meeting, purchase books for
library, committee to help
people in time of need, and use
World Bank to save for world
hunger.
The Week of Prayer and Self
Denial meeting for April was
announced.
Refreshments in the
Valentine motif were served





Associated Press Food Editaf
FAMILY DINNER
Pork Chops Colcannon
Bread Tray Salad Bowl
Fruit Cocktail,Cake
COLCANNON -




I medium white turnip
t•' -o-t V2-pound head green
,cabbage
'4 cup butter or margarine
1 small onion, finely
chopped
Milk
Salt and pepper to taste
Pare potatoes, carrot and tur •
nip, cut in uniform pieces.
Quarter the half-head of cab-
bage so the core is attached to
each piece Steam these vege-
tables together until all are ten-
der Drain Mash the root vege-
tables; -discard the cabbage
ceres and finely chop the rest.
In a medium saucepan in the
hot butter', cook the onion until
gulden; add the other vege-
tables and beat in enough milk
to give good conSiStency plus
salt and pepper Reheat Makes
6 servings.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
. Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger L
Times by 5:30 p. m. Moriday-
• Friday or by 3:30 p. re. on Satur-
days ore urged to cell 753-1916
between S!30 p. and 6 p. m.,
Nionday•Fridey, or 3:30 p. ia.
end 4 p. m. Saturdays. to insure
delivery of the newspaper. Cells
must be pieced by 6p. at. week.
drys or 4 p. m. Saturdays to
guerentee delivery.
own activities. It is also im-
portant that each have a place
for storing his own clothes and
personal belongin-gs.
Sometimes titre ihelves can
provide that additional space
needed for storing books, toys
and collections for two
Children. Privacy is a need
which becomes more acute
when people share a room.
Privacy can be secured by
using a portable or folding
screen, or an accordian-type
divider, or by arranging
furniture to divide the room.
The backs of the pieces of
furniture used as dividers
need a finish. If they don't
have-a natural finish, they can
be painted or covered with a
fabric. The fabric can be
tacked or glued on. The edge
can be covered by gluing on
braid or gimp in _a, har-
monizing color — Mildred W.
LaCenter.
++++++
Double potting house plants
supplies water to the plant
through the sides of the pot.
Because the -seil-7-in—tioulale---
potted containers dries slowly,
time of watering is not as
critical as it is when plants are
grown in pots exposed to the
air. Double potting is
especially helpful when
growing plants that require a
low level of soil moisture or
when growing plants in dim
light where normal levels of
soil moisture cause spindling
growth. For double potting,
repot the plant in a porous
clay pot. Set this clay pot
inside a larger watertight
container and fill the space
between the--containers with
peat moss or shredded
sphagnum moss. Water the
soil and moss. The moss holds
water and supplies it, through
the pormis clay pot, as needed
by the plant. — Maxine
Griffin, Clinton.
Taped seams prevent
stretching at .waistlines and
necklines of very lightweight
knits and sheers where in-
terfacing would show. Cut
twill tape or seam binding as
long as seam and include in





produce 31/2 times as much
light as incandescent bulbs for
the same operating costs. And
fluorescent lamps last ap-
proximately 15 times longer




In a recent survey, 63 per
cent of those households
surveyed conducted at least
one "high risk" practice in
handling, preparing and
storing selected_meat_ and
poultry products. Most of
these indicated that they had
left cooked meat or poultry at
room temperature which can
become a haven for bacterial
growth which can cause
illness. — Pat Curtsinger,
Benton.
+++
The importance of county
government can not be un-
derestimated. The nation,
state and county work
together to perform a number
of services that are important
to each of us. As citizens we
are apt to come into contact
with county social services
most every day.—Maxine
GOffin, Clinton.
Palestine Women Meet For
Call To Prayer Program
The Cello-Prayer and Self-
Denial for- women of the
Palestine United Methodist
Church was held at ten a. m.
on February 16 at the Church.
The women joined about 1.5
million women in 35,000 local
units in all 50 states in the
observances.
Local officers said the Call,
inspired by special mission
needs, focuses on prayer, a
deepened spiritual life and a
guided mission study. Each
woman who took part was
asked to give for others by
denying herself, and to
cultivate through prayer a
spiritual oneness with plan-
nets, mission workers and
those served in church-related
ministries.
The service for the Quiet
Day, "The Worlds of Women,"
was written by Murden
Woods, regional staff member
of the Women's Division of the
Board of Global Minrstries of
The United Methodist Church.
The women had a quiet
"brown bag lunch" in the
fellowship hall of the church
following the meeting. Those
present were Lorene Burkeen,
Avis Childress, Freda Lovett,
Helen Brooks, Dean Burkeen,
Mildred Oates, Mae Goodwin,
Shelia Mullinax, and Winnie
Burkeen.
Clowning around isn't always fun, but sometimes
work—A Second Grade Room at Robertson Elementary
School made patch work clowns during the month of
January under the direction of their teacher, Mrs.
Lashlee Foster. Pictured are members of the class, Kim
Gibson and Tony Wade.
Rev. Morris Speaker For
Ruth Wilson Circle Meet
The Rev, Charles Morris,
pastor OTThe Goca-Shipherd
United Methodist Chtirch, was
the speaker at the meeting of
the Ruth Wilson Circle of the
United Methodist Women of
the church held on Tuesday,
February 15, at 1:30 p. m. at
the home of Mrs. Olia
Lassiter.
"Ministry of Recon-
ciliation" was the subject of
the program given by Rev.
Morris who was introduced by
Mrs. Mildred Smith, chair-
man, who presided at the
meeting. Rev. Morris read his
scripture from II Corinthians
5:11-21.
The speaker said that one of
the most important divisions
of the United Methodist
Church in the ministry of
reconciliation was The United
Women. He said to carry on
the ministry one must be a
member of the family of God
and as such must be clean in
body, mind, and conversation.
Rev. Morris said We must be
cooperative in attendance at
church and church related
activities, in prayers, and in
service.
r Rev. Morris closed with a
--Bible word game. Two songs
were sung with Mrs. Smith
playing the piano. The
benediction was by Mrs.
Bertha Young.
The group agreed to
cooperate with the Lee-Olia
Circle on any project mem-
bers planned. Mrs. Lee
Lassiter read the minutes and
Mrs. Alice Knight gave the
financial report. Card sam-
Two Murray twirlers
participated in the Miss
Sweetheart Pageant and Open
Twirling contest held on the
campus of Southern Illinois
University on Saturday.
February 12. They were Buffy
Stokes, nine year old daughter
-of Mr. and Mrs. Bert Coleman,
and Michelle Spann, six year
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Spann.
Buffy won eleven trophies
placing second in beauty,
second in basic strut, second
in fancy strut, first in parade
— e, Wu—Rh In solo,
second in visitors solo twirl,
second in military, first in
hoop, and first in two baton.
In the Miss Sweetheart
-' pageant, puffy-won the first
runner-up trophy in the
ples were ordered to be sold hy
—the unit.
Names for sunshine friends
were drawn. The vote was
taken for the person to receive






Wilson, Lee Lassiter, Ruth
Wilson, and Alice Knight,
members, Rev. Morris, guest
speaker, and Ann Sympson
from the Lee-Olia Circle.
TOP COP SC410LAR
DETROIT (AP) — Com-
mander James Bannon, a po-
.1),P abcer 4u-charge-of- Detroit—
Police's 2nd precinct, recently
received a doctorate in philoso-
phy from Wayne State Univer-
sity.
His doctoral dissertation_ was
entitled, "Assault Upon Police
Officers."
Bannon, 47, thus has become
the only man in the Detroit Po-
lice Department with a doctor-
ate.
In his 26-year police career,
he has won 38 citations in-
cluding a Distinguished Medal
of Valor and two Medals of
Honor, the highest recognition
in the Detroit Police Depart-
ment.
Hazel Minister To Speak
.4t Study At First Church
The Rev. Paul Dailey, Sr., of
Hazel will teach the adult
Rev. Paul Dailey, Sr.
home mission graded series
book, "A Sense of Spring" by
Everett Hallum, on Monday,
February ?A, at seven p. m. in
the Fellowship Hall of the
First Baptist Church.
The Hazel minister attended
the Baptist Seminary in
Louisville. He has served as
pastor of the Bethany; Baptist
Church in Bowling Green, the
First Baptist Church in
Benton, and the Friendship
Baptist Church in Lineoln
Park, Mich.
Since his retirement, Rev.
Dailey has continued to serve
as supply pastor. His wife is
active in the Blood River
Associational WMU. They
have one daughter, Mrs.
Calvin Key, and one son, W.
Paul Dailey, Jr.
The public is invited to
attend the mission study on
Monday, a church spokesman
said.
Buffy Stokes & Michelle
Spann Win Honors At SIU
juvenile I pa 10 age division.
She also won one of the three
high point trophies for the day
by winning with a total of
thirty-three' points.
Michelle competed in her
Second contest last weekend at
Sill. She won the first runner-
up trophy for the Miss
Sweetheart Pageant and
placed third in her solo twirl
for the open contest.
Recently in Memphis, Tn.,
Miss Stokes was crowned Miss
Majorette of the Mid South in
the advanced pageant. She
brought home the high point
award for that day plus nine
other trophies.
The two Murray girls were
accompanied to St. Louis for
the STU contest by their
parents and instructor. They
were representatives of the
Sandy Coleman Twirling
Academy of Murray. Mrs.
Coleman was one of the seven
judges for the NBTA event.
The girls, along with several
other twirling team mates,
will go to Wynn, Ark., this
weekend to participate in the
Miss American Majorette
Pageant.
MURRAY TWIRLERS, Michelle Spann, left, and Buffy
Stokes, right, won honors at the events held on the cam-
pus of Southern Illinois University. They show some of
the many trophies won by Miss Stokes and Miss Spann.
tit e•-*-li kr-km kelhit Jahr ackee otikar aelku
1.114• retia Crawford
We are pleased to announce that
Lucretia Craufurd. bnde-elect or Garr
Thompson, has selected her potter, and
crsstal from our complete bridal
regtun
Lio ream and Cam In Ill lo marned
4pn7 ft. 1477
The Showcase
1 2 1 By-Pass 753-4541
4,1R-4--"4 KAM 4146.1" 1114
Littleton's End-of-Month Sale!
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WASHINGTON AP i - Despite an
initial Senate victory, President 'Car-
ter's economie stimulation program
still faces some big obstacles, and it
isn't just Republleans who are
complaining. •
The next preliminary test for, the
package of Lax cuts .and spending hikes
comes in the House, which planned to-
vote today on whether to amend the 31.
currentSudget to make room for some
special economic medicine.
The House is expected to have little
trouble approving the budget changesl,
but it will be a month longer before
Congress decides finally whether the„._
stimnirts wilt inciude„/he/ti0-per-perscm
tax rebate that Carter has proposed. It
is on that question that the-big fight will
come.
The Senate voted 72-20 on Tuesday to
add 07.2- billion to- the budget to ac-
commodate a stimulus program. That
is - $1.7 billion more . than Carter
proposed and about the same as the
House Budget Committee recom-
mended. - -
Several senators who voted for the -
budget changes said they 'were doing sa
despite reservations about Carter's
proposals. They singled out the rebate
plan for criticism as wasteful and
ineffective. -
The 38 Republican senators already
are publicly committed against the
rebate, favoring instead a permanent
tax cut for individuals. The number of
Democrats who feel that way is
growing.
At least , a half-dozen Democratic
senators are openly_ opposing the
rebate. If the 38 Republicans don't
change their stand and can pick up a
total, of 13 Democrats, they could play
havoc with' the rebate plan.
No matter whether the stimulus
program finally approved by .Congress
is what Carter asked or something else,
the aim is the same:-to give consumers
more money with the hope they will ---
Spend it quickly in order to spur in-
dustrial production, and to create jobs
directly through increased federal
spending. •
The action taken-by the Senate would
result in this type of stimulus over the'
next seveignonths:
-$12 billion tim tax 4-uta and $1.8 
billion in special payments, probably
$50 per person, for nontaxpayers, such
as Social Security recipients..
4$300 rqillion to help needy persons
pay their fuel- bills in areas•hardest hit
by the bitter winter. This proposal is
still under development.
-$11rmillion for public service-jobs,
such as in hospitals and jails. The aim
is to expand such jobs from the current
limit  QUI:Q001 to 600,000 over the next
[Let's Stay Well
Pain After A Heavy Meal
BY F-11-- Biasingame s'l D -
seven months and to 725,000 in 1978.
-$400 million' more to start con-
struction on such public works projects
as schools and hospitals.
-$600 million for- special
employment training and jobs targeted
for young and old Americans, who are
hardest hit by unemployment.
-$800 million for construction of
antipollution and recreation facilities
anctrattroad andistghtvareonStruction.
-$600 million to help states, cities
and Counties, hurt by tax losses because
of the Weak' economy, to pay. operating
expenses avl avoid layoffs,
Today
In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Pell 24. the 55th
day of 1977. There are 310 days left in
he
Today's highlight in history: •
On- this date in- 1868, trnpeachinetit
proceedings against president Andrew
Johnson were begun in Congress.- -
On this date: _
In 1761, James Otis of Massachusetts
protested against the English system of
search and seizure, declaring, -A
man's house is his castle."
In 1663, Arizona 'was prgainirtraer-a-BV
territory.
In 1903, the United States acquired a
naval .station on Cuba's Guantanamo
Bay.
In 1945, American troops liberated
the Philippine capital of Manila from
Japanese occupation during World War
In 1946, Juan Peron was elected
president of Argentina.
In 1970, 30 persons were killed in an
avalanche in western Switzerland.
Teo-years- ago:: Albert De SaK,o, who
claimed he was the ."Boston
Strangler," escaped from a
Massachusetts mental institution.
Five, years ago: North Vietnam and
the tiet,,Cong walked out of peace talks
in Paris, protesting U.S. bombing and
What they called "serious acts of war."
PR.c.I.e4r...PRo: Jimmy Carter won the
Presidential, Primary in New Hamp-
shirei On the-Republican side, it was a
virtuil standoff between President
Ford and Ronald Reagan. .
Today's birthday: Jamaican political
leader Sir Alexander Bustamante is 93
years old.
Thought-for today: Nothing in life is
to be feared. It is only to be understood
- scientist MarieCurie, 1867-1934,
Garrott's Galley
Turn Off The 'Heat Over
The Heat In The Fieldhouse
By M. C. Garrott
All of us at Murray State - from
President Curris on down to me have
been catching a lot of flak from some of
our good friends in the community over
the heat in the Fieldhouse during The
basketball games.
"Why," they ask, "is it id warm in
the FielAboe  when we have to cut our
thermostats hack to 65 and 60 at home?
doesn't eyen exist. I'll grant you,1
it • s warm in the Fieldhouse, and with no
help whatsoever from the steam from
the University's heating plant.
But, doesn't it feel great!
At our house, we could hardly wait for
a Racer home game so we could go to
the Fieldhouse and thaw out.
An addled woodpecker gave Mrs.
Were freezing al home andjet, ft's as t -harlotte Parker some aitXtbUS;
warm a,s_ toast in there. Don't you folks_ , moments -orrk_o_p_e _of "the hitter  cold af-
oul-- there-know -•theres an energy- - -4ernoons were-had this- winter. It had
crisis?" flown into the sliding glass doors of the
Of course, we do, good buddies, and I Parker home at theMurray-Cifloway
can assure you that the University is County Airport, and had just about
doing everything it possibly can to knocked itself cuckoo.
sooserve energy. A ccniple of weeks ago Mrs. Parker's husband, John_
you conid hang meat in my Office andit manages the airport, and near their
wouldn't spoil. It has warmed up a little home is an old, dead tree which is a
now, but so has it olitside. favorite sounding board for redheaded
But back to the Fiettilitiuse. woodpeckers. In the spring and sum-
The truth of the matter is there hasn't mer. the Parkers enjoy watching-them
and- listening to the staccato of theirbeen any. heat-of any kind turned on in
the Fieldhouse for the past six weeks! labors.
Certainly not since they hit the panic So, when the one came crashing
button on the energy situation. against her panes, Mrs. Parker became
Another tooth to pick: The facility quite concerned for its' life. She picked
it up. brought it into the house andisn't heated with natural gas - the
energy commodity which is in such wrapped it warmly. "I was afraid it
viould freeze if left out in-the weathershort supply across this land of plenty
of ours this Winter. It is heated - when knocked - out like that," she said. "I
couldn't let that happen, but I didn'tit is intentionally heated - by steam
igenerated from the University's an- kriikk what to do with it."
cient, coal-burning hkting and cooling That's iehen-sh.e-called me, of all
plant 200 yarda across the campus to people, to find -out what to do for it. I
the west. had experienced a similar situation
back, "'Where is. the heat in the
'.'Well„ then," our good friends come ks,:ii)tiefigyheatirnsg ahgiso
re%fl. 
heent ead simtuapgide jar oob t4nr
Fieldhouse coming-from?" bedroom wirrlow. I had written Jun
Two sources: _ Williams about it. He is a great bird
1. The overhead lights, stepped up in watcher Mrs. Parker had remembered
. 1972 to permit television coverage of the this and called me, although I cduldn't
Racers' games,. put out a tremendous remember what Jim told me to do
t. • - - •-- about it
2. The4teat girreeaterF by 7--;509 -.44t'ff* atV--„IkVOMPtiStled—arreF-elt=
ieriericed "buck passer," I referred8,000 human bodies, each putting out 1
her to Murray State's No. 1 bird wat--98.6-degrees of temperature and packed
together like sardines. Altogether, cher. Dr. Clell Peterson. "If you can't
that's 7,395.000 degrees of total body locate him, try Keith Heim at the
University Library," I told her. "He'sheat being generated in that pit, and
thic.• _can get.even botterwhen--the-_-thi: liemahe Society.._authority .around
her e."
But before she could get in touch with
ither, the woodpecker came around,
straightened up. and acted as if he
preferred to be on his wagjkIrs. Parker
tenderly placed him outside again and
off he flew, none the worse for his ex-
perience than, possibly, a headache.
-Racers- pull off one of those famous
"miracle" -finishes, or come close As
they did against Western's Hilltoppers
last-Saturday night.
So, relax and enjoy this final game
Saturday night before blowing off n.






NEW YORK tAl'i - In the world of
business and economics one is forever
hearing from alleged experts who are
convinced the world can, remain in one
piece'only if it accepts their in-
' terpretations and conclusions.
Since the fissures in the face of the
• world suggest the experts aren't beim
- listened to, or else that their in-
terpretations might be somewhat
inaccurate, why not give them an
assist?
Here are some situations of enormous
consequences, the precise in-
terpretations of whieh are left to yOu •
1. The- supply-of college graduates .
expected • to enter -the civilian labor-
force from 1974. to 1985 is about 111
million, according to the U.S. Depar;
Bible Thought
• But God commendeth his love
toward' us, in that, while we were
- yet sinners, Christ died for us Ro-
mans 5:8.
:God- always seems to
step toward us. nut VV.!' must tat
the next step 'before lie II take th"
\ third, •
Q: Mrs. F t' writes that her 55-
year-old husband. is troubled
Meg-- puns - after Ming:—
especially if,it, is a heavy meal
He is stocky, but not able to con-
trol his weight She asks for sug-
gestions that might be helpful
A: Your husband may have
some impartrkent in the blood
sup* tti his Heart iinadequate
coronarV circulation so that the
;„. k hefty meal causes an added
workload ,on his bean 1 nuiscle.
resul ing in angina pectoris If so,
he may note myna tpain on ex-
ercise
lie could have a atal hernia
in betskeen his abdomen and
chcrai so that sorne of the acid
- content etas scomacti could 'hr
irritating his esophagus, causing
a burning discomfort in his
lower central rhest or upper ab-
domen Hiatal hernia discomfort
is often worse whe2 a person lies
down on a full stillbach
ammat to-determine the
Your nilit,LstLiand' needs an ex,,
cause/t, s pain. It  could be
serious. and if so, he will need
professi4nal care rather than
home reihedie-s for relief
Should a 'Former' Alcoholic
Try to Drink Again"
14: Mr J.A., a tormer aicool,..,
would like advice- with regard to
attempting to drinkeelcohol in
.. limited amounts. He has noted
recent opinions expremed by
certim authorities that ',rime
alcoholics can safely. return to
-social drinking.
•
A: The difficulty is that vou
" may not trul • he a •lorsfier- .
io
alcoholic but tinue in reality
to have diffic ty in dnnng
alcohol in any dmouint
No test is available to deter-
mine in adraner-aissethrA a per-




believe that continued abst'
TIMM IS the only -way In 22,st1 r r
that a former alcohol'. doesn t
resume his drinking-and that the,
selective 'return of certael'
former alcoholics to drinking. a-
stiggested in the recent Rand re•
port. is ill-adivsed and not based
on adequate experience
Since you formerh had lint;
tile handling ,,alcohol, a aP
parentls are currently
ell.l that\ s'oti con nue
to abstain You can live a toll'
and useful life without "alc;,1
skice the tisk of rec ero
'ON. persists tor you.
tment of Labor. .
This is about ?sow more than the
number of projacted job openings for
college graduateS.
The proportion of employed persons
who were college graduates grew from
1 of every 10 in 1959 to 1 of every 6 in
1974. and it is expected that the
proportion will become nearly 1 of 5 by
the mid-1980s.
•
While this doesn't necessarily mean
that collegeOrained youths will find
themselves on the street without work,
it almost inevitably means that many
will be underemployed and dissatisfied.
Some questions that merit your at-
•-tention
7-Why are we. encouraging so many
youngsters; to go to college?
--Why do so many jobs' once per-
formed by high school graduates now
require a college degree?
In our insistence 'On 'college
degrees,.oicgi,
ework'
aree lowering quality ofc
2. Women are spending more years of
their* lives at work, while • • men are
spending. less.
According to' government figures,
women's work-life expectancy rose
from 15.2 in 1950 to 229- years in 1970.
During it saioeliert\id, the-figures fOr
men declined to 41.1 !,.'ears fcom 41.9
years. ----
The 'experts often interpret this to
mean that women are becoming more
independent, more liberated froin
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Murray Ledger & Times Editor
Federal law attempts te assure that
retired or disabled people do not
receive a duplication of benefits when
they draw government pensions from
more than one source. -The law ob-
viously is Working the wrong  way in
many cases, leaving pensioners at a
disadvantage in the struggle with in-
flation.
Cost of living increases M Social
Security benefits ism being counted as
extra income which reduces pensions
for veterans or their widows as well as
Supplemental Security Income for
disabilities. Obviously this defeats the
purpose of cost of living increases, and
in some cases it can lead to an overall,
reduction in a pensioner's income.
Rep. Bob Wilson of San Diego, Calif.,
introduced a bill in Congress last year
that would have straightened out this
inequity. It was passed by the House
but failed to clear the Senate. This year
Mr. Wilson and other House members
are sponsoring similar legislation and
we hope the entire Congress awakens to
the importance of passing it.
0+0
To find happiness in their work, tax
collectors, particularly federal- tax
collectors since they take the biggest
bite out of everyone's income, must
surely have a solid streak of sadism at
least 8-inches wide right up the middle
of their backs.
driP4,
Why, did you know those ornery tax
collectors even take the joy out of life
for the inveterate gambler who makes
a big_ win after perhaps a lifetime of
losing? .
A tax newsletter points ouLthat it you
play the horses and win over $600 at the
racetrack, an Internal, Reyenue Service
man will probably be there to insist
that you declare the *innings im-
mediately. Further, it Seems that if you
win a large amount like $20,000 you will
be able to deduct the losses you suf-
fered on bum horses or bad cards only if
you have kept an accurate record of
them that will stand up in court.
How many .people who cash in on a
long shot are likely to have maintained
a meticulous record of all their
failures? Let's face it, the tax collector
is likely to be the real winner if you
strike it lucky.
If you can't beat 'em - become a tax
collector.
0+0
"I want a boy who can count," said
the golfer, who was selecting a caddy
from a group of young lads.,
"You with the red hair, how much is
5,6, and 3?"
"5, 6 and 3?" repeated the lad, "that
comes toll,"




by Sen. Richard Weisenberger
WEISENBERGER
Applications are now being received
by the Kentucky Legislative Research
Coriunission for the legislative intern
program in 1978.
To be eligible, applicants must be a
junior or senior in college by January of
1978, maintain a scholastic average of
at least 2.8 on a four-point scale, and be
active in school activities. The purpose
of the program is to provide an op-
portunity to learn the legislative
process first-hand while working for
state agencies and earning academic
credits.
Those students selected will receive
15 hours of academic credit, as well as,
a salary of $436 per month. Each intern
is responsible for WS or her own lodging_
and meals while in Frankfort.
The position includes active par-
ticipation in the 1978 General Assem-
bly, preparation of research projects
under the guidance of a coordinator on
the campus of the intern, and a role in
various seminars on the problems of
state government.
The five-month program is a good
opportunity for students interested in
state government. Applications are due
by April 1, 1977, and I will be happy to




' A new fire engine to be placed on the
• . chassis previously. bought, by  the
. Murray City Council. and-a-mei-street
sweeper were purchased by the Council
at the meeting held last night.
Four _Murray High School students
'participated in the 1967 Kentucky All
State. Chorus held at Western State
University, Bowling Green, 'Feb. 16-18:
They were Kay Hale, Joe Forsee, 'and
David McKee, seniors, and' Susan
Nance. junior, • according to Joan
, Bowker, choral'director at the school.
The University . School String
Orchestra with Len 0.., _Whitrner_ as
'teacher, presented the Prograrn at the
_ meeting of the Murray Kiwanis Club.
• Price -Doyle, a fine gentleman
worthy of all the honors that Murray
'State University could heap upon him,
entered the Rotary Club at Cencord,'N..
. C,, in 1934,:'_from tIle column, "Seen St .
s lcilauradmAs oi utid Mu y. ,\ay'l by James. .
•1 
ivi 
•\ Mrs. Cecil West 't>,a$ Program leade
at the meeting of the Martin's Chapel
...AWSG&!Iteld at the.home.of *s. Harmon
Whitneft ci 
Among the better- booklets
distributed by state government is "A
Look' At The Kentucky General
Assembly," yours for the asking., from
the Legislative Research Commission.
The 24-page publication provides an
in-depth look at 1/* operation of the
state legislature, tracing the many
steps followed by a bill from its in-
troduction by a legislator to its final
passage and signature by the governor.
The book includes a bistory of the
General Assembly with constitutional
limitations, the organization of the
legislature, the role and duties of in-
dividual legislators, the structure and
functioning of legislative committees,
and _procedures on the floor .of the
Senate and House of Representatives.
It is especially helpful to students and
anyone planning to visit the capitol.
Individual copies are available without
cost by writing The Public Information
Office, Legislative Research Com-
mission, Capitol Building, -Frankfort,
Kentucky 40601.
Multiple copies are 'sold at is cents
per' copy with a minimum charge of
$1.00. I would be happy to provide free
copies to classrooms or other groups
interested in 'learning more about the
legislative process.
20 Years Ago
Almost two hundred Club Scouts and
their fathers met at - the _ Murray
Woman's Club house for the annual
Father and Son Banquei. Oren Hull was
master of ceremonies, and the Rev.
Paul T. ,Lyles was the featured speaker,
Dr. Walter Blackburn and Dr. A. "M
Wolfson will be coAirectors for the
Syence Institute to be -held this sum-
mer at Murray State College'.,,,a-s
sponsored by the National Science
Foundation.
In high school basketball games New
Concord beat Alino, Lynn Grove beat
Milburn, and Kirksey beat Hazel. High
scorers included Billy Buchanan with
33 for New Concord, Tommy McNeely
with 36 for Lynn Grove, and Rob •
• Darnell with 32 for Kirksey.
Miss Ruby iSitnpson spoke on her
.travels in Turkey at the meeting of the
Future Hoeinaker's of America
pter at Lynn gicove fiigh School.,
Free blood PreSsure tests wekre given
it Points in the city on FettiarY 16
durinse Natid 
l
nal Heart Week. e tests
were given by registered nurses. \,







Whatever Happens, It's Been Exciting
Psychology is a major part of sports.
Perhaps that is one of the reasons Fred Overton has given
the Murray State Racers a two-day break from practice.
overton left Tuesday morning for Pensacola for a
recruiting trip. Last year, the visit to Pensacola brought
back 6-5 forward Mike Muff, the leading Racer scorer.
With the disgusting loss on the road to Middle Tennessee
Monday, the Racers were on the brink. They were
physically and emotionally drained. The pressure of having
played so many close games this season finally may have
been showing.
Onthe way out of tha.gymnasiuin at Middle, a contingent
of Blue Raider fans harassed the.Murray State ballplayers
and tensions were about ashigh as they could possibly be.
The loss was a bitter pill to swallow, made even worse by
the fact a five-point play on a technical foul was the killing
blow.
Kuhn Does It Again,
Nullifies Finley Deal
By ARTHUR H. ROTSTELN
Associated Press Writer
CHICAGO I AP I — He's
sued Bowie Kuhn for $3.5
million and called him "the
village idiot," but Oakland A's
owner Charles 0. Finley has
amended that estimate of
baseball's commissioner.
-Finley now says Kuhn is
-the nation's idiot" after the
commissioner blocked, at
least temporarily, his sale of
pitcher Paul Lindblad to
Texas.
Kuhn notified Finley
'Wednesday that the sale of the
veteran • reliever has been
shelved until after a hearing
next Wednesday in Dallas.
"Pending resolution of these
two points, Lindblad will
remain on the Oakland-roster
and should not work out or
engage in any contract
dealings with Texas," Kuhn
said in a telegram from his
New York office.
Finley wasted little time in
blasting Kan again but said
he and his attorney will attend
the hearing "only because
• there is no telling  what this
man (larm ) might attempt to
do." He said he planned a
formal response to Kuhn
today.
The man who bought Lin-
dblad for $400,000, though,
Texas Rangers owner Brad
Corbett, said he has no in-
tention of meeting with Kuhn
to discuss the sale.
"The whole thing is
ridiculous. I see no reason for
my appearance at such a
meeting. If Kuhn wants to void
the deal, that's his business.
It's between him and Finley,"
he said.
Finley said in a telephone
interview that Kuhn knows he
doesn't have the authority to
block the deal.
Finley has sued Kuhn over
the commissioner's voiding
the sales last June of A's stars
Joe Rudi, Rollie Fingers and
'Vida Blue for $3.5 million, and
results of the $3.5 Million suit
in federal court are expected
in mid-March.
Said Finley: "At times, he
(Kului). does not act rational,
and one never knows what this
character might attempt to
do. So we have decided to be
there since he has indicated in
his wire tonight what is on the
agenda."
Kuhn said in telegrams to
Finley, Corbett and Lindblad
that the hearing would con-
sider whether the sale is part
of a plan by Oakland
mariagemen-t—Inliquidare the
club's established major
league talent in exchange for
cash." He also said it would
consider whether the sale is in
baseball's best interest.
Kuhn voided the June 1976
sales on grounds they were not
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Regular Season Play For Racers Ends Saturday
With the pressures of classroom work, the conferen
ce
race, personal lives and more than -two hours of prac
tice
each day, every player on the club had to be abou
t ready to
take a three-week sleep.
Who knows what will happen Saturday when OVC Cha
m-
pion Austin Peay visits the Sports Arena? Austin 
Peay
could walk off with another 19-point win or the Ra
cers could
come up with a win.
There are different ways to look at it.
First of all, Murray wants Middle so badly it's ridiculous.
A win over Austin Peay would assure the Racers
 of playing
Middle the. first night of the OVC Tournament. Then,
 the
other game would feature Morehead and Austin 
Peay.
Would Murray State be so drained after beating Middle
next week that they would be down for the championship
game against The Peay?
And on the other hand, what if Murray loses to The Peay
here Saturday?
Would it really be so bad to have to play Austin Peay on
the first night of the tournament?
Austin Peay will not be near as fired up next Friday night
as they will be Saturday when they will be a heartbeat a
way
from a berth in the NCAA Tournament.
The simple fact is Murray might have a better chance of
winning over Austin Peay in the first game than in the
championship game. •
But another point to ponder: Murray needs to beat Austin
Peay here Saturday just so the Racers can show they are
capable of beating the Governors.
And on the other hand, if Murray lost two consecutive
games to Austin Peay, wouldn't the Racers be more than
ready in the third match up?
So you see what psychology can do.
It can get you off on a hundred different paths.
So forget psychology and let's all try to stop figuring out
who Murray is going to be playing next week.
Instead, let's look at what this club has done. They have
turned a 9-17 season around into a 17-8 season, an im-
provement of 17 games.
They have given not only people in Murray excitement
but they have given heart attacks to people all around the
cities in the Ohio Valley Conference.
They have given us a place to go on Saturday and Mon-
day. And when they are out of town, there are probably
more people listening to Lee Burdorff on the radio than
there are people watching television.
Whether we know it or not, we have adopted this club
more so than any other team at Murray. And because they
are out of the regular season race is no reason to quit on
them now.
And if they were to lose Saturday, it would be no reason
not to go to Clarksville next week to give them support.
Why be disappointed about not winning the conference?
Last fail when I said in this column that the Racers were
going to have a conference contender and one of the best
clubs at the school in recent years, everyone laughed at me.
I even had one friend who bet me Murray would not even
have a winning season.
All in all, it's been fun. And next year will be even better.
There will be some major surprises for fans. Murray
State will be landing some outstanding ballplayers and with
a little luck, next year Murray could be so strong they won't
have to worry about mean fans, "homer jobs" and
everything else that makes it so tough to play on the road in
the OVC.
As I said last fall, there will be a day...
League Champion 'Peay
To Visit Murray State
By Joe Vim Erwin
Murray State will complete
its regular basketball season
against - Austin Peay at
Murray Saturday and the
Racers need to beat the
league-leading Governors to
finish second in the Ohio
Valley Conference.
The Racers are currently
tied for the runner-up spot
with Middle Tennessee who
will finish its season Saturday
at home against Western
Kentucky: Should the Racers
lose to Peay they would likely
end up in a tie with Morehead-
for third place. Morehead
ends its season at home
against Eastern Kentucky.
Austin Peay is 12-1 in the
OVC, Murray and Middle 9-4,
and Morehead 8-5.
Should Murray and
Morehead tie for third place in
the conference, Morehead
would get the third-place seed
in the tournament at Austin
Peay next weekend as the
Eagles beat Murray by eight
points at Morehead, while the
Racers only won by four
points at Murray. The fourth-
seeded team will play Austin
Peay in the first game of the
tournament.
The Racers lost a shot at the
regular-season OVC cham-
Joins Staff
PONTIAC, Mich. (AP) —
Detroit Lion coach Tommy
Hudspeth has narnki Ed
Hughes, a veteran of 17 years
in the coaching ranks, to his
offensive coaching staff.
It was the second selection
made by Hudspeth, who last
week named John Payne,
formerly of the Saskatchewan
Roughriders, to the National
Football League team's of-
fensive coaching staff.
• Hughes, 49, was an asistant.
coach in charge of the offense
at Dallas for the past four
seasons. He formerly coached
at St. Louis, Houston, San
Francisco and Washington in
the NFL and Denver and
Dallas in the former
American Football League. A
graduate of the University of
Tulsa, Hughes played in the
NFL for five seasons with Los
Angeles and- the New .York
Giants.
Jackson Says Experience As
Athlete Has Aided TV Career
NEW YORK (AP) — Reggie
Jackson, the baseball
millionaire who moonlights as
an ABC sports commentator,
hasn't been in the television
business very long, but he's
got some definite ideas on the
subject.
Jackson says being an
athlete gives him an insight
into athletic events that a
professional broadcaster
cannot have.
"If. you have not ex-
perienced a pressure
situation, you cannot know
,what is going on inside an
College Scores
By The Associated Press
EAST
Delaware 92, Bucknell 74
Drexel 64, Wagner 63
G Washington 74, George-
town, D.C. 73
Penn St 73, Duquesne 70
St. Bonaventure 73, Fairfield
68
St. John's 92, Boston Col 69
St. Joseph's, Pa. 111, Canisius
62
Syracuse 106, Niagara 82
Temple 78, Pitt 48 .
-SOUTH •
Clemson 67, Duke 63
Georg:a St 80, Shorter 60
Jacksonville 70, Florida St 64
N Carolina 90, N Carolina St
73
S Carolina 86, S Florida 63
Tenn-Chattanooga 101, Ten-
nessee St 90





Iowa St 95, Missouri 86 `
Kansas St 6e, Oklahoma 55 •
Kent a 76, Bowling Green 68
Miami of Ohio 76, W Mich-
igan 66
Notre Dame 111, Loyola-Chi-
cago 86
Toledo 69, Cent Michigan 61
souni*Fsr
Arkansas- St 85, SE Missouri
77
Oklahoma St 61, Nebraska 60
kr Texas St 107, Centenary 104
FAR WEST
'Chico St 63, Humboldt St 62
UC-Santa Barbara 70, Fresno
St 61
athlete's head," he says.
know about things like that.
I'm one of them. I can un-
derstand what's going on in a
guy's head when he has to
make a 40-foot putt.-
-Jackson says he can relate
particularly well to black
athletes.
"There are no blacks in the
media and tha is a problem
when you're tryog to relate to
black athletee," he says.
"When someone interviews
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, who is
very cognizant of his
blackness and his size and has
been used all his life, you get
superficial answers.
"I feel I can do a service to
athletes and the public. I want
to show athletes as people, the
way they are. I want the
public to understand athletes
and I think I can help." •
The National Hockey
League is heading into the.
ninth week of its Monday night
"Game of the Week" telecasts
and the jury is still out.
The NHL, off the air last
season after being dropped by
NBC 'for poor ratings, laun-
ched its own TV package this
season, offering the Monday
night games to independent
stations across the country.
Thus far 47 stations . have
signed on, giving -the NHL
exposure in 55 per cent of the
country. Minneapolis is the .
only market in a league city
that does not carry the games.
"It has been a very, very
enlightening project," says
NHL vice president Don Ruck.
"One little indicator,, of our
success has been that we are
getting special coverage of
our Monday night games in
newspapers in cities not in-
vohred.inthe games.
The productions have been
well done and the league .has
been , fortunate in getting
exciting games. Up until last
Monday night, the games have
been averaging about 10 goals
each.
But what about the ratings,
those all-important numbers
that determine the success or
failure of any television
project?
Ruck says the NHL has
commissioned assorted
studies but won't have. any
results for a while. However,
cummulative ratings for New
York, Los Angeles .and
Chicago have been obtained
and, while they are not in-
•dicative of national figures,
they are not encouraging. .
Through the game of Feb.
14, the package has been
averaging a 4.2 rating in New
York, meaning 4.2 per cent of
TV sets in the nation were
watching the NHL, and a six
per cent audience share. In
Los Angeles the games got a
1.9 rating and a three per cent
share and in Chicago a 1.3
rating and a two per cent
share. •
"We're not shocked," says
Ruck. "We wish they would be
higher, but those are tough
markets. This is the kind of
thing we have to build. We
will, but it will take time."
pionship when they lost 82-81
to Western Kentucky and 74-70
at Middle Tennessee last
weekend. Had they won those
two and beat Austin Peay
Saturday they would have
shared the championship.
Beating Austin Peay will be
a monumental task. The Goys
flattened the Racers 90-71 at
Clarksville last month and but
for a loss at Morehead have
Pro Standings




W L Pct. GB
Philphia 35 21 .625
Boston 29 29 .500 7
NY Knks 27 31 .466 9
Buffalo 23 35 .397 13
NY Nets 19 40-- .322 17°
Central Division
Wash 34 24 .586 —
Houston 31 25 .554 2
S Anton 32 26 .552 2





m s 25 
ta 
33 . 9
Atlan 23 36 .390 114:
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
Denver 38 20 .655
Detroit 36 25 .590 32
Kan City 30 30 .500 9
Indiana 27 33 '.450 12 -
Chicago 25 34 .424 13.2
Milwkee 20 43 .317 2131
Pacific Division
Los Ang 36 22 .621 —
Portland 37 24 .607 Li
Goldn St 32 27 .542 41,2
Seattle 31 30 .508 6kt
Phoenix 26 32 .448 10
Wednesday's Results
New York Nets 91, Denver 88
New Orleans 106, Milwaukee
96
Washington 109, Indiana 101
Detroit 102, Los Angeles 101
Seattle 94, Kansas City 93
Thursday's Games
New York Knicks at Atlanta
Golden State at Cleveland
Milwaukee at San Antonio
Houston at Phoenix
Friday's Games
Golden State at Buffalo
Detroit at New York Nets
New York KnickT.at New Or-
leans
Atlanta at Chicago
Denver at Kansas City
Philadelphia at 1.4.4 Angeles
Houston at Portland
Boston at Seattle
hardly been challenged in the
league. The Govs have an
overall record of 22-3, one of
the best in the country. They
lead the OVC in scoring with
an average of 79.1, in field goal
shooting with a percentage of
49.6, and in rebounding with
an average margin of 5 over
opponents.
Three Govs, Calvin Garrett,
Otis Howard, and Ralph
Garner, rank among the
league's top 20 in scoring.
Garrett has averaged 17.1
'points, Howard 16.6, and
Garner 12.2. In the earlier-
game at Clarksville, Howard
had 31 points, Garrett 17, and
Garner 14. Howard also had 16
rebounds in that game while
Garrett and Garner had 10
each.
Muff, who had 21 points
Monday at Middle Tennessee,
leads the Racers in scoring
with 18.6 points a game.
Grover Woolard has averaged
14.8, Zach Blasingame 11.6,
Jimmy Warren and John
Randall 9.3 each, and Dopell
Wilson 6.4.
The Racers have averaged
79 points and 41.7 rebounds to
opponents' 76.2 points and 37.9
rebounds. They, have hit 49.1
per tent of their field goal






Association will meet at 7 p.m.
Tuesday, March 1, at
Calloway County High School.
The meeting had originally.
been scheduled for tonight.
All interested persons in
Calloway County are urged to
attend and help in the plans to
assure local youth another
successful season of summer
baseball.
The Murray women's team
will also end its regular season
Saturday against Austin Peay.
That game will begin at 5:15 in
the Sports Arena. The men's
game will begin at 7:30. The
women's team will play in the
Kentucky Intercollegiate
Tournament next weekend in
Lexington.
To Be Retired
CLEMSON, S.C. (AP) —
The "No. 301' jersey worn by
Clemson's Wayne "Tree"
Rollins will be retired in
t;remonies before theemson-Roanoke basketball
game here Saturday night.
It will be the first time in the
history of the school that an
athletic number has been
retired.
The 7-foot-1 center has
started a record 107 con-
secutive basketball games for
the Tigers. So far this season,
Rollins has collected 1,265
rebounds and blocked 432
shots.
The Cordele, Ga., native is
Clemson's third all-time
scorer with 1,412 points for a
13.3 per game average.
Shaves Beard_
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla.
(AP) — .St. Louis Cardinals
reliever Al Hrabosky has
succumbed to pressure and
surrendered part of his pit-
ching act.
Hrabosky, whose - Fu
Manchu mustache was part of
his stock in trade for three
seasons as the "Mad
Hungarian," shaved his
mustache,' and heavy, black
beard Wednesday.
Hrabosky's actions were in
compliance with rules set
down during the winter by new
Manager Vern Rapp, who has
also outlawed long hair.
Also ridding himself of a
beard was center fielder Bake
McBride, who reported to
camp wearing a goatee.
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
Insurance—Bonds—Real Estate-108 E. 12th St., Benton
Now Has A Local Number
For The Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora
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Lanier Hits Winning Shot For
Second Consecutive Contest
By The Associated Press
Bob Lamer knows, how to
win games but not how to
influc• e people.
.4:verything around here I
do is *.aken for granted," said
larver after he played ;:Beat
-the Clock" and won for the
second game in a row. "If I
had missed that basket, I
would have been a goat for
five games."
Lanier hit a 12-foot baseline
- jumper- over Kareem Abdul-
Jabber with nine seconds left
to give the Detroit Pistons a
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On Sunday, it was Lanier's
hook shot with .16 seconds
remaining that tilted the
decision in Detroit's favor
over Phoenix.
"That's what he gets- paid
for .and he comes through
every night," said. an ap-
preciative Detroit Coach Herb
Brown.
Elsewhere in the NBA, the
New York Nets surprised the
Denver Nuggets 91-88, the
New Orleans Jazz downed the
Milwaukee Bucks 106-96, the
Washington Bullets .beet the
Indiana Pacers 109-101 and the
Seattle SuperSonics edged the
Kansas City Kings 94-93..
After Lanier's clutch
basket, the Lakers called time
out and designed a play to go
to Abdul-Jabbar. But the
Pistons- did a good fob of
sagging and depriving the
Laker center of the ball.
Eventually, shots by Don
Chaney and Cazzie Russell
were off the mark.
"I don't believe one man can
defense him Abdul-Jabbar
and I don't think one man can
defense me," said Lanier, who
finished with 29 points and 14
rebounds while holding Abdul-
Jabber to 14 points-13 below
his average.
No defense was successful
again-STIM-reitTEriclito-hey,
who scored all 22 of his points
in the second half, including
nine in a row and 16 points in
the final quarter.
Nets 91, Nuggets 88
"After what they've gone
through this year, they should
be able to use six guys," said
Denver Coach Larry Brown
after his Nuggets dropped a




-Nets," who have the
worst record in the NBA, beat
the Nuggets,. who have the
best mark in the league, with
just the regulation five men on
the floor at one time. But the
dispute was over where they
were.
"We didn't handle the zone
defense tonight," said Brown,
complaining that the referees
were blind to the illegal tactic.
"I'm not knocking the Nets fa.
playing it if they can get away
with it."
SuperSonics 94, Kings 93
Ron Boone's shot at the
buzzer missed, and the Sonics
had a one-point victory' and a
half-game lead over the Kings
in their battle for the final
playoff spot in the Western
Conference,
Jazz 106, Bucks 96
Pete Maravich scored 38
points, Bud Stallworth had 26
points and Paul Griffin
grabbed 25 rebounds to help
New Orleans snap a five-game
losing streak.
Bullets 109, Pacers 101
Phil Chenier scored 26
points, Kevin Grevey had a
career-high 22 and Elvin
Hayes added 20 to lead
Washington past the Pacers,





Teltscher of Palos Verdes,
Calif., led a wave of four
upsets in second round singles
play at the $225,0002 Tennis
Games at Mission Hills
Country Club by ousting 16th-
seeded Cliff Richey of San
• tjui 0 00000000 0 0 000022000 00002000000 Angelo, Tex., 7-5, 6-1., 
i4i1e4 a (64/net
OUR ALL NEW SPRING CLOTHES Are Here
LUV-1T lEANS 
Are 117 For The Super Slim




Soulhside of the Square, Murray
Clemson Records 20th
PORTS Win By Clipping Duke
High School Season To
Conclude This Weekend
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
The high school basketball
season heads into its final
weekend with two girls'
games on tap for tonight and
two boys' contests set for
Friday for local cage teams.
Tonight's play will find a
twinbill on tap in the Murray
State Fieldhouse and some of
the top talent in the First
Region will be on hand:
The 6:30 p. m. contest will
have a tough girls' team from
Lone Oak tangling with
Calloway County. In an earlier
meeting last December at
Lone Oak, the Purple Flash
escaped with a 74-71 win over
the Lakers.
Calloway County, which has
been hampered with injuries
since Christmas, will carry an.
11-8 record into their game.
Murray High's girls have
been playing outstanding ball
the past few weeks but must
play their best game of the
season tonight in the 8 p. m.
game.
The Tigers will be taking on
top-rated Paducah Tilghman,
perhaps one of the better girls'
roams in the ctate. Tilghman_
is blessed with size, speed and
good shooters. Friday, the
Tiger girls play Fulton County
at 6:30 p. m. in the Sports
Arena.
Friday's boys' games will




struggled to a 65-61 win in the
Sports Arena Tuesday over
Todd Central, will play host to
Fulton County at MSU.
Last month, the Tigers were
upset 67-65 at Fulton County.
Murray will be out to get
revenge for the loss, which is
the only upset on the Tigers'
15-3 ledger.
Calloway County will be out
to insure a winning season
Wh'en- they Visit Hickman
County Friday.
_Calloway, which has twice
defeated Hickman County,
with both games being played
in Jeffrey Gyrimasium, will
carry a 15-13 it-cord into the
contest at Clinton.
Both of the two previous
'games With Hickman County
have been close.
District Tournament play
will open in the NISU Sports
Arena next Thursday with the
6:30 p. in. game pitting the
Calloway girls against
Marshall County.
Then in the second game,
the Laker and Marshal boys
will play.
b-gtsts wit e plartng
Murra_y Hjh Friday. Murray
drew a Dye. If Murray should
defeat the loser, then the
championship game would be
held Saturday If the losing
team should defeat Murray,
the tourney would be alrover.
The Regional Tournament





LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP) -
After av five-year absence,
Cotton Nash is returning to
professional baseball. But this
time around, he'll be a coach
instead of a player.
An All-American basketball
player at Kentucky and a two-
sport professional bonus bal:$
Nash has been named minor.
league batting instructor for
the California Angels.
He assumes his duties next
moat) when the Angels begin
their minor league camp. As
batting instructor, "I'll be
working with two or more of
their teams during the season
and in spring training," said
Nash, who is currently a real
estate salesman in Lexington.
"Most of them will be a lot
younger than myself," said
Nash, 34, "but when you play
as long as I did . . . you can
relate your experiences.
"It's a little different in
college and high school where
you can demand a player
change," he added. "You have
to be a little more subtle in
your approach to professional
coaching whereby you
recommend several changes
that they might try and see if
one fits them. And if they can
improve, you've done your
job."
The Angels signed Nash to a
bonus contract in 1964, the
same year he signed a con-




1 ;'.as real impressed with
'the Angel organization then,
at.: they still appear to be a
y ung, progressive
organization," Nash said.
•'I'm looking forward to
joining them."
Although he's been out of
bAseball since 1972. "I hope to
just pick up where I left off.
, "Today's professional
athlete has changed and the
Player's • Association has
caused some changes, And I'm
going • to have to do some
brushing up in that regard,"
he added.
Nash played nine seasons of
minor league baseball, but
despite some gaudy batting
statistics made only a handful
of appearances in the majors.
rangy 6-foot-6, 225-pounder,
the Angels thought of Nash as
potentially another Frank
Howard.
Tfe- Slugged 185 career home
runs, including 37 at Portland
in' 1971, but his involvement
with basketball proved his
undoing.
A lingering ankle injury
from his college days plagued
him throughout his baseball
career, and his years of pro.:,"
basketball drained him
physically.
went about a year and a
half without a day off before I
realized I'd better concentrate
on just one," said Nash. "But I
kind - of pride myself for






Here's today's quickie quiz,
college hoop fans:
QuestiOn - Bill Foster
will b) won't be sorry to see
Clemson's Wayne "Tree"
Rollins finish his career.
' Answer -- at. Also 1151.- -
Explanation - Clemson's
Bill Foster will: Duke's Bill
Foster won't.
Rollins, a 7-foot-1 senior,
scored 16 points, grabbed 15
rebounds, blocked 10 shots and
made five steals as 19th-
ranked Clemson beat Duke 67-
63 Wednesday night and
reached the 20-victory level
for the first time ever.
-It's no big secret it was just
too much 'Tree' Rollins,
especially in the-second tialf;"-
said Duke Coach Bill
Foster. When a man gets 10
blocked shots, it also gives you
15 scares: I don't know what
more you can expect out of a
guy."
By winning, Clemson -pulled
within one-half game, of
pacesetting North Carolina
and Wake Forest in the torrid
Atlantic Coast Conference
race. Colon Abraham was the
Tigers' high scorer with 20
points, including the first nine,
while Jim Sp-anarkel topped
Duke with 21.
Clemson hAcia 13-point lead
With 7Ts intifutes-tett in the
first_ half but was held to four
points the rest of the way as
Duke outscored the Tigers 13-
4
Said Clemson Coach Bill
Foster "It wasn't pretty and
had our Chances in the first
half to break it open; but we
missed too many free throws
and easy shots "
Meanwhile, ninth-ranked
.North Carolina climbed into a
Le for the ACC lead with a 90-
73 rout of North Carolina
State. In the only other_ game
invoMng a member of The
Associated Press' Top
,Twenty, No. 15 Syracuse
trounced Niagara 106-82-
Elsewhere, Kansas State
hailed down its third Big Eight
crown in six years with a 68-55
decision over Oklahoma.
Phil Ford paced North'
Carolina over N.C. State with .
24 points and teamed with Jeff
Wolf to help the Tar Heels
open a I2-point lead in the first
half.. The bulge reached a
whopping 30 points with 6'2
minutes to go as the Tar Heels
shot a blistering 64 per cent in
the second half.
Jimmy Williams scored 14
of his .18 points in the first half
as Syraciise downed Niagara.
Williams, a senior guard,
had kelp from 6-11 freshman
Roosevelt Bouie with 16 points
lnd Dale Shackleford with 14.
Vern Allen's 23 couldn't
prevent Niagara from falling.
'Freshman Curtis Redding
scored 8 of his game-high 20
points as Kansas State
outscored Oklahoma 15-6 in
the first seven minutes of the
second half to build a 29-24
advantage into a 44-30 spread.
Oklahoma, which- has never
won in K-State's V-year-old
Ahearn Field House, could get
no closer than 10 the rest of the
way. •
A K-State loss and a
Missouri win would have
produced a tie in the Big Eigpt 
but Missouri was upset by
last-place Iowa State 95-86 and
dropped into a third-place tie
with Oklahoma. 1SU's Andrew
Parker and Leonard Allen
combined for 45 points and
Parker, who had 24, iced the
victory with four free throws
in the final minute.
-
A' number - of top in-
dependents kept rolling. Notre
Dame boosted its record to 18-
6 with a 111-86 romp over
Loyola of Chicago as Duck
Williams scored a career-high
30 points, four free throws by
Glenn Sanders in the final
seconds helped- 18-5 St.
Bonaventure turn back
Fairfield 73-6IL 19-7 SI-John's
whipped Boston College 92-69
behind. Glen 25
points and 20-5 North Texas
State outlasted Centenary 107-








This is the last weekend for the fantastic
beef & fish sale at Mr, L's-
12 oz. T-Bone
$298
With All The Trimmings
All the
Catfish You Can Eat '269
With Cole Slaw, White
Beans, French Files,
Golden Brown Nushpuppies
Thanks for making this the
greatest restaurant food sale in
the history of Murray.
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CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. - Austin Peay basketball coach
Lake Kelly was hoisted high abovs,lhe floor at Western Ken-
tucky's E. A. Diddle Arena to clif the final strand ()Lithe net-
attached to the goal.
"You know I'm rough on those guys sometimes and it
makes the old coach feel good to know they would save that
last strand for me to clip," smiled Kelly afterwards.
Clipping the nets is a spirited ritual reserved each basket-
ball season for championship-teams and Kelly and his talen-
ted squad were taking full advantage of the opportunity.
Austin Peay clinched its third OVC title in the last five
years with Monday night's impressive win over Western
Kentucky and Kelly - hinted that the latest championship
might rank as his favorite. • -
"The first one (1972-73) was more of a shock," said Kelly.
"We shared the next one 1973-74) which is kind of like
backing into it. We set several goals this year and winning
the OVC title tops the list. This team has worked hard and is
very deserving. It's a tremendous satisfaction."
Kelly, who has tron more conference crowns than any ac-
tive OVC coach, pointed out that the season has not concluded
as the Governors face Murray on the road Saturday (7.30
p. m. ).
"It would be natural to have a letdown at Murray," noted
Kelly. "But once again, I will remind the learn of the goals we
established before the season started. I think we will be
ready to play."
Austin Peay improved its_overall record to 22-3 and con-
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Who Controls The State Police?
Is there an answer?
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Years ago, some state
politicians, gathered in a
motel room in western Ken-
tucky, were discussing sundry
matters when the question of
the State Police came up.
There was a pause. One man
broke the silence by musing:
You know, I don't know whoa
controls the State Police."
The others did not laugh.
They looked thoughtful. And
the remark seems lust as
timely— and perhaps unan-
swerable—as it was then.
The obvipus retort is that
Gov. Julian Carroll coetrols
the State Police, as d,d the
governors who preceded him.
Witness the recent- wholesale
transfers of officers that have
stirred some uneasiness. -
That is true, but only to a
certain extent.
Commissioner Ken
Brandenburgh could not have
achieved his post without at
least_Carroll's tacit approval.
And Carroll has plenty to
say, if he wishes, about basic
policy and direction of the
agency.
But to carry this logic
toward a theme of complete
dominance by the governor on
operations probably would be have been rewarded. Maybe,
going too far. but without a name-by-name
First, the State Police have analysis, that remains un-
for quite awhile maintained an proven.
aura of professionalism. —That activists in the
Secondly, governors these Kentucky Association for
days are wary of getting their State Police have been
fingers 'burned by interfering demoted or transferred to
in individual cases. undesirable areas. Maybe, but
Third, State Police are only four of the 34 affected
locked securely into their own officers are so identified.
merit system, which seems to
provide stronger protection —That morale of local of-
than the arrangement ficials and leading citizens has
cloaking other state employes. been shaken by departure o
This does not mean That longtime State Police
troopers assigned to duty at Commanders.
the executive mansion dota True, but change always has
attain certain status not handy that impact because everyone
for other troopers—such as from the local bootlegger to
promotions, pay and the sheriff likes to know where
preferred duty. he stands in relation to en-
v- It also does not- mean:that.- forcement by_the state 
the political arm of a gover- —That officers who testified
nor's office—party
headquarters or whatever —
can't influence enforcement.
enforcement.
But it does imply that too
much intervention by a
governor could backfire
politically.
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On behalf of Capt. John Robey,
who was acquitted by a State
Police board of various
charges earlier this year,
were punished in the tran-
sfers. Not proven.
"Look at where Robey,
himself is," said Bran-
denburgh. Robey now com-
mands a post at
Elizabethtown after transfer
from Frankfort.
If there is politics in the







wants input by the rank and
file on policy matters.
That deadlock appears
unbreakable for the moment,
and undoubtedly will breed
more dissent in the future.
But it's- . not a simple
question of Democrats versus
Republicans or one type of
Democrat opposing another.
Brandenburgh said ie,..e/
recent interview that neither
the internal nor public
reaction to the shakeup has
surprised him.
"I expect some unhappiness
over transfers," he said. "But
the nature of the organization-
is such that every trooper
knows periodic shifts do
occur—every applicant is
made aware of this."
As for the public,
Brandenburgh said it is un-
derstandable that rapport is
established between a good
state police officer and the
community.
"I've been told that I
promoted people who came
from many different direc-
tions," he said.
"If you try to identify them
with any administration,
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Greetings from the Block office in Frankfort. All of us at the school have missed you
this fall, and I am sure we will miss' you during the up-coming tax season. Here's
hoping you are enjoying your retirement.
Your association with us was one that will not be forgotten:We appreciate your long
sincere service very much.
According to our records you were enialeyed byH & R Block for six years, as a con-
sultant as well as in charge of the night-tine office. That was from January 1971
through April 15, 1976.
You completed five H & R BLOCK Basic Income Tax courses in 1970, 1971, 1972,
1973, 1974, and one H & R BLOCK Advance Income Tax course in 1975.
John, if you are ever in Frankfort, do stop by and see us. You will always be
welcome, and we can use your services anytimeiyou might be free. ,
SincereTy yours,
"Ed"
G. Edwin Naecker, H& R BLOCK Franchise Owner
Special Tax Break for low income families with children if
your total earned income's less than $8.000,you may qualify for a
refund check of up to $400 - even if you owe no income tax A/nu
mast file a return in Order to take advantage of this earned in-
-.tingle credit." •
For Professional Assistance
Phone 753-5791 For Appointment
John 0. Pasco, B.S., MS, PE
1650 Ryon Avenue
Or. CC. Lowry, right, has been named Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Chief-of-
Staff for 1977 succeeding Dr. Gary Marquardt, according to Stuart Poston, hospital ad-
ministrator. Elected as vice chief-of-staff was Dr. Donald Hughes, center, and as
secretary-treasurer, Dr. Bill Wilson, left. Dr. Lowry, general surgeon, has been a mem-
ber of the Medical Staff of MCCH since 1952, is presently serving as president of the
Houston-McDevitt Clinic, and also serves on the Common Council of the City of
Murray.
Friends In High Places Help
In Securing Liquor License
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The state'ss top Alcoholico
Beverage ntrol official
acknowledges that --- having
friends in Frankfort helps
when seeking a - pacliage-
liquor license in Kentucky.
Bernard Keene, chairman
of the state Alcholic Beverage
Control ( ABC) Board, said
Wednesday that given the
choice between issuing a
license to a friend or foe of the
state's Democratic ad-
ministration, officials are
likely to choose the friend.
But keene denied fiF waS
under any pressure to.approve
1975 transactions that led to a
package-liquor license for a
company in which Democratic
State Chairman Howard
(Sonny) Hunt formerly held
an interest.
- Stephen Driesler, a former
ABC official, has said the
state's system of quotas
prevents an average person
from obtaining such a license,
and that political connections
or wealth are a • virtual
necessity.
Driesler made the
allegations in describing the
issuance of a license to Eddie
and Associates, Inc., now
doing business as the wine &
cheese center in the Lexington
Mall.
To buy an existing license in
Lexington "would probably
cost you $'20,000," and when
mutations rise and quotas
are increased, new licenses
tend to go to those politically
in favor, Driesler said.
He said at least one earlier
application waited while the
three-way transaction
resulting in a license for the
wine & cheese center was
completed.
' Eddie and Associates was
formed in 1973 by .Hunt-Eddie
Deskins of Lexington and
former State Rep. James
Whitlock of Campbellsville.
The firm applied for a
package-liquor license in July,
1975, ABC records indicate.
Though Hunt was still listed
as an officer in the cor-
poration's July, 1976, annual
report ; Deskins said that
rePprt was wrong, and that
Hunt sold his interest to
WhAlock before the company
entered the liquor business.
Though Lexington had its
quota of package-liquor
licensees, ABC records in-
dicate that a three-sided
transaction enabled the wine
& cheese center to obtain a
license.
Wallace Robinson, delayed
in opening his own new store,
apparently conveyed license
rights he had obtained from
Leon Thompson to the wine &
cheese center'. He was then
awarded a new license by
Keene a few months later
when the area's quota was
increased.
Driesler said at least one
application, from Joe Carter
of Lexington, had been filed
earlier and was pending when
Robinson's new license was
granted.
But Keene said when the
population warranted the
increase in quota we issued a
license to Robinson. His was
the only application we had at
the time.
He said Carter's ap-
plicationAhough filed earlier
in the Lexington ABC office,
arrived in the Frankfort office
after the Robinson ap-
plication. •'I was not aware of
it," he said.
Driesler said Les Cole, a
state supervisor of ABC field
agents, kept track of the wine
& cheese center and Robinson
license applications.
Cole, he said, "kept coming
in and saying 'what's the
problem?"
Keene said he may have
asked Cole to check on the
applications, but that he
received no pressure Prom
above to speed their approval.
He said he wasn't knowingly
part of any attempt to help
Hunt and his associates, and
that "there was no appeal
made on either side on this
decision and there was no
prote—st of the -decision."
He didn't deny, however,
that the administration tends
to favor license applicants
who are political allies.
"I would think that anyone,
in issuing a license, if they had
a choice, would certainly not
















Planned By Anaconda - I
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Julian Carroll has
announced that the Anaconda
Co. will begin an -$80 million
expansion at its Sebree plant
on the Green River that will
mean 230 new jobs.
The governor said he was
pleased with "what this
announcement says in terms
of increased jobs, increased
annual payroll and, really, an
increased awareness by our
nation's industrial sector that
Kentucky has much to offer."
Anaconda, a subsidiary of
-Atlantic Richfield Co.,
completed the $100 million
Sebree plant near Henderson
in 1973.
Commerce Commissioner
Terry McBray.?r said the
expansion, to be finished in
1979, will increase em-
ployment at the plant from 700
to 930 and that the annual
payroll will increase from $15
million to $22 million.
Production will increase
from 120,000 to 180,000 tonsof
aluminum annually, he said.
Aluminum Company of
America, which built the
initial plant for Anaconda, will




Louisville, also has plants in
Montana, Indiana, Ohio,
Florida, Mississippi, .Georgia
and Puerto Rico, as well as
three plants in Louisville that
produce aluminum foil and
containers.
The Holy Roman i Empire,
founded by Otto the Great in














Poison Conkol . 753-7538
Senior Citizens . . 753-0919
Ntealline  753-NEED






- Want a great buy on any
Merc'-powered rig in the
house? Come on in and
look us over— now
through March 15.
And no matter which rig
you choose, with a new
1977 Mercury outboard
behind it, you II be getting
the power and performance
you've come to depend
on from Mercury.
" From the mi9hty 175-hp
Mercury Black VaxIm-right
on down to the little fishing
Mercs, you get famous
M-ercury features like
Thunderbolt' -ignition for__
quick starts. Jet PrOp'
exhaust for quiet running
—and a drive train that's
Stainless steel throughout
for fighting corrosion.
So hurry pn in and take
your pick of some great




"Folks, right now through March 15,
your Mercury outboard dealer is really
talking price on Merc-powered rigs!"
—Jerry Reed (as seen on TV)
See Your Nearest Mercury Dealer
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• LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Carroll D. Hollenbach has
filed a petition in Fayette
Civuit Court for dissolution of
her marriage to Jefferson
County Judge Todd Holien-
_„bach.
• Mrs. Hollenbach, 35, stated
the petition, filed Wed-
*Mai in Fayette Circuit
tourt, that the marriage is
4-retrievably broken. The
couple has been seperated
since October, 1975, she said.
She has been living in
_ Lexington since the seperation
and is employed by a
Lexington bank.
Mrs. Hollenbach's petition
asks that custody of the
couple's three children be
awarded to the father.
The Hollenbachs were-
married in 1959. •
Todd Hollenbach,- who was
defeated overwhelmingly in
the May 1975 Democratic
gubernatorial primary by
Gov. Julian Carroll, could not
immediately be reached for
comment.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Alliance for
Arts Educatiori-C, lln open a
two-day conference Friday at
the University of Louisville
Shelby campus.
Entertainment as Well as
workshops on development of
grant proposals and arts for
the handicapped will be of-
fered.
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
A Lexington woman has filed
a $40,000 damage suit against
the Blue Grass Baptist School
and a minister alleging that
her 11-year-old son was in-
jured as a result of a spanking
last year.
Billie Hollingsworth alleged
in the suit, filed in Fayette
Circuit Court, that the Rev.
James E. Miller whipped her
son, Billy, with a large wooden
paddle.
The child suffered injuries
of the back, head, legs, arms




Orleans city manager and a
former member of President
Carter's transition staff, will
be the featured speaker at the
spring meeting of the Ken-
tucky Council of Area
Development Districts March
10.
., The two-day conference will
be held in Ft. Mitchell and will
include sessions on local
government, energy and solid
waste disposal.
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP) —
Transylvania University's
faculty voted Wednesday to
change the school's' academic
calendar from a quarter.- to
semester system.
Under the proposed new
calendar, Transylvania would
offer two 14 week semesters
and a month-long May term.
The university presently of-
fers three 10-week quarters
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Ohio River More Closely
. LOUISVILLE, KY.
State officials say • they're
upset that poisonous
chemicals have been detected
in the Ohio River in the past
week and that.they'll monitor
the water more closelyuin the
future.
The river is the source of
drinking water for hundreds of
thousands of persons in
Kentucky and other states.
Last Friday, large amounts of
a chemical known to -cause
cancer in laboratory animals
was discOvered in the river.
And on Tuesday, a train car
derailed near Guilford, Ind.,
spilling some 30,000 gallons of
-7ticryonitrile, a. chemical that
contains cyanide, into Tan-
ners Creek, an Ohio River
tributary.
The U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency said 70
million tons of carbon
tetrachloride apparently was
dumped into the Kanawha
River near Charleston, W.Va.,
last week.
For two days, residents of
some cities along the river
were told to boil water before
drinking it. '
High concentrations of the
chemical were detected near
Ashland, Ky., just downriver
from Charleston, but by the
time the mass reached
Louisville, the reading was 23
parts per 'billion. Fifty parts
per billion is considered a
health hazard, according to
theEP.A._
"This means we're going to
be taking a closer look at
exactly what kinds of things
are dumped into the river,"
William S. Forester, director
of the state Division of Water
Quality, said Wednesday.
Acuonitrile, the chemical
that spilled into the tributary
on Tuesday, is really deadly
stuff," Forester said. If it got
to Louisville it would Certainly
mean shutting off intake while
the stuff was passing."
But neither chemical ac-
tually posed a danger to -the
Louisville Water Co.'s 700,000
customers, because both
became diluted as.they moved
downriver.
• - Nevertheless-, -Forester said
such chemicals can have
"long term effects, even in
lust a few parts per billion.
They can cause nerve and
other kinds of problems."
And for that reason, he said
officials are beconnn& in-
creasingly disturbed about
pollutants in the river and
what can be done to monitor
the situation more closely.
"It's the big problem of
today," he said. "At one time
we were concerned about
sewage treatment, but it's
quite clear that the problem is
much more than that.
"We are very concerned
about this whole situation, and
what it's going to mean is
there's going to be a pretty
careful reevaluation of the
stuff we are allowing to go into
the river," Forester said.
He said he believes some
companies discharge mare
toxic wastes into the water
than their federal permits
allow. And others, he said,
probably don't report spills at
all.
"They didn't do that in the
case of the company up in
West Virginia," he said. "It
wasn't until people started
smelling it that the carbon
tetrachloride was un-
covered."
Water samples are being
taken all along the river for
traces of the two chemicals,
but these two spills aren't
expected to cause serious
problems, Forester added.
"It's more than upsetting.
Its frustrating. If  we're really
talking about a testing
program for the hundreds and
hundreds of organic
chemicals one might find, you
are talking about a -program
bigger than any agency, state
or federal, is able to handle.
The only way to do it is to take
measures to make sure the
stuff doesn't get into the
water." -
Be said legal implications of
• such spills-- -are
astronomical" because
companies convicted of
leaking toxic substances into
the river are "subject to be
fined to the tune of millions of
dollars.
"People are going to have to


























Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m.
354.5, down 0.1.
Below dam 302.7, up 2.5.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.6,
no change.
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1 Mile E. of Murray on Hwy. 94
Next to Darnell Marine
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• MAR-KEL LIGHTING FACTORY OUTLET STORE
• IS HAVING A IMPIP"pm7
OVER STOCKED IIUMBATION SALO>
• 
•
SALE STARTS THURSDAY, FEB. 24th THRU THURSDAY, MARCH 3rd
OPEN SUNDAY, FEBRL Ain 27th FROM 1 I'M TH. 5 P M














































MANY MORE "RED TAG" SPECIALS ON BOUDOIR AND TABLE LAMPS ALSO AT 40% to 70% SAVINGS
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Who Controls The State Police?
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Years ago, some state
politicians, gathered in a
motel room in western Ken-
tucky., were discussing sundry
matters when the question of
the State Police came up.
There was a pause. One man
broke the silence by musing:
"You know, I don't know who
controls the State PoIke."
The others did not laugh.
They looked thoughtful. And
the remark seems just as
timely— and perhaps unan-
swerable—as it was then.
The' obvious retort Is that
Gov. Julian _ Carroll controls
the State/1'60e,- as tttr-the
goverhis who preceded MM.
Witness the recent wholesale
transfers of officers that have
stirred some uneasiness.
That is- true, but only to a
certain extent.
Commissioner Ken
Brandenburgh could not have
achieved his post without at
least Carroll'stacit approval.
And • Carroll has plenty to
say, if he wishes, about basic
policy and direction of the
agency.
But to carry this logic
toward a theme of complete
dominance by the governor on
Is there an answer?
operations probably would be
going too far.
First, the State Police have
for quite awhile maintained an
aura of professionalism.
Secondly, governors these
days are wary of getting their
fingers burned by interfering
in individual cases.
Third, State Police are
locked securely into their own
merit system, which seems to
provide stronger protection
than tile arrangement
cloaking other state employes.
This does not mean that
trbopers assigned to duty at
the executive mansion don't
attain certain' statusnot handy
for other troopers—such as
promotions, - pay and
preferrenuty.
It also does not mean that
the political arm of a gover-
nor's office—party
headquarters or whatever —
can't influence enforcement.
enforcement.
But it does imply that too
much intervention by a
governor could backfire
politically.
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have been rewarded. Maybe,
but without a name-by-name
analysis, that remains un-
proven.
—That activists in the
Kentucky Association for
State Police have been
demoted or transferred to
undesirable areas. Maybe, but
only four of the 34 affected
officers are so identified.
.. •
—That morale of local of-
ficials and leading citizens has
been shaken by departure of
longtime State Police
commanders.
True, but change always has
that- impact because everyone
from the local bootlegger to
the sheriff likes to know where
he stands in relation to en-
forcement by the state.
—That officers who testified
on behalf of Capt. John Robey,
who was acquitted by a State
Police board of various
charges: earlier this year,
Are punished in the tran-
sfers...Not proven.
- "Look at where Robey
himself is," said Bran-
denburgh. Robey now com-
mands a post at
Elizabethtown after transfer
from Frankfort.
If there is politics in the







wants input by the rank and
file on policy matters. -
That deadlock,, appears
unbreakable for the moment,
and undoubtedly will breed
more dissent in the future.
But it's not a simple
question of Democrats versus
Republicans or one type of
Democrat opposing another.
Brandenburgh said in a
recent interview that neither
the internal nor public
reaction to the shakeup has
surprised him.
"I expect some unhappiness
over transfers," he said. "But
the' natut -of-the-in geutti.dttOTI
is such that every trooper
knows periodic shifts do
occur—every applicant 'is
made aware of this."
As for the public,
Brandenburgh said it is un-
derstandable that rapport is
established between a good
state police officer and the
community.
"I've been told that I
promoted people who came
from many different direc-
tions," he said.
"If you try to identify them
with any administration,
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Greetings from the Block office in Frankfort. All of us at the s'ehool have missed you
this fall, and I am sure we will miss you during the up-coming tax season. Here's
hoping you are enjoying your retirement.
Your association with us was one that will not be forgotten. We appreciate your long
sincere service very much.
According to our records you were employed by H 4 R Block for six years, as a con-
sultant as well as in charge- of the night-time office. That' was from January 1971
through April 15, 1976.
You completed five H & R BLOCK Basic Income Tax courses in 1970, 1971, 1972,
1973, 1974, and one H & R BLOCK AL:Nance Income Tax course in 1975.
'John, if you are ever in Frankfort, do stop by and see us. You will always be
welcome, and we can use your services anktime you might be free:
Sincerely yours,
"Ed".
G. Edwin Naecker, H & R BLOCK Franchise Owner
Special Tax Break for low income families with children "If
your total earned income is less than 38.000, you may qualify' for a
refund check of up to $400, even if you owe no income tax You





• John 0. Pasco, B.S., MS, PE
1650 Ryan Avenue
9=1E0E6
Dr. C. C. Lowry, right, has been named Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Chief-of-
Staff for 1977 succeeding Dr. Gary Marquardt, according to Stuart Poston, hospital ad-
ministrator. Elected as vice chief-of-staff was Dr. Donald Hughes, center, and as
secretary-treasurer, Dr. Bill Wilson, left. Dr. Lowry, general surgeon, has been a mem-
ber of the Medical Staff of MCCH since 1952, is presently serving as president of the
Houston-McDevitt Clinic, and also serves on the Common Council of the City of
Murray.
Friends In High Places Help
In Securing Liquor License
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The state's top Alcoholic
Beverage Control official
acknowledges that having
friends in Frankfort helps
when seeking a- pat-age=
liquor license in Kentucky.
Bernard Keene, chairman
of the state Alcholic Beverage
Control ( ABC) Board, said
Wednesday' that given the
choice between issuing. a
license to a friend or foe of the
state's Democratic ad-
ministration, officials are
likely to choose the friend.
But Keene denied he was
under any pressure to approve
1975 transactions that led to a
package-liquor license for a
company in which Democratic
State Chairman Howard
Sonny) Hunt formerly held
an interest.
-Stephen Driesler, a. former
ABE' official, has said the
state's system of quota.
prevents an average person
from obtaining such a license,
and that political connections
or wealth are a virtual
necessity.
Driesler made the
allegations in describing the
issuance of a license to Eddie
and Associates, Inc., now
doing business as the wine &
cheese center in the Lexington
Mall.
To buy an existing license in
Lexington "would probably
cost you $20,000," and when
populations rise and quotas
are increased, new licenses
tend to go to those politically
in favor, Driesler said.
He said at least one earlier
application waited while the
three-way transaction
resalting in a license for the
wine & cheese center was
completed.
Eddie and Associates was
formed in 1973 by Hunt, Eddie
Deskins of- Lexington and
Toitie SUre. Re-IK—JM'nes
Whitlock of Campbellsville.
The firm applied for a
package-liquor license in July,
1975, ABC records indicate.
Though Hunt was still listed
as an officer in the cor-
poration's July, 1976, annual
report, Deskins said that
report was wrong, and that
Hunt sold his interest to
Whitlock' before-the company-
entered the liquor business.
Though Lexington had its
quota of package-liquor
licensees, ABC records in-
dicate that a three-sided
transaction enabled the wine
di cheese center to obtain a
license:
Wallace Robinson, delayed
in opening his own new store,
apparently conveyed license
rights he had obtained from
Leon Thompson to the wine &
cheese center. He was then
awarded a new license by
Keene a few months later
when the area's quota was
increased.
Driesler said at least one
application, from Joe Carter
of 'Lexington, had been filed
earlier and was pending when
Robinson's new license was
granted.
But Keene said "when the
population warranted the
increase in quota we issued a
license to Robinson. His was
the only application we had at
the time.
He said Carter's ap-
plication, though filed earlier
in the Lexington ABC office,
arrived in the Frankfort office
$80 Million Expansion
Planned By Anaconda
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Julian Carroll has
announced that the Anaconda
Co. will begin an $80 million
expansion at its Sebree ph*
on the Green River that wijI
mean 230 new jobs.
The governor said he was
pleased with "what this
announcement says in terms
of increased jobs, increased
annual payroll and, really, an
increased awareness by our
nation's industrial sector that
Kentucky has much to offer."
Anaconda, a subsidiary of
Atlantic Richfield Co.,
completed the $100 . million
Sebree plant near Henderson
in 1973.
.Commerce Commissioner
Terry McBrayer said the
expansion, to be finished in
1979, will increase em-
ployment at the plant from 700
to 930 and that the annual
payroll will increase from $15
million to $22 million.
Production will increase
from 120,000 to 180,000 tons of
aluminum annually, he said.
Aluminum Company of
America, which built the
initial plant for Anaconda, will




after the Robinson ap-
plication. "I was not aware of
it," he said.
Driesler said Les Cole
state supervisor of ABC field
agents, kept track of the wine
& cheese center and Robinson
license applications.
Cole, he said, "kept coming
in and saying 'what's the
problem?"
Keene said he may have
asked Cole to check 'on the
applications, but that : he
received no pressure from
above to speed their approval.
He said he wasn't knowingly
part of any attempt to help
Hunt and his associates, and
that "there was no appeal
made on either side on this
decision and there was no ,
protest of the deribiuil..*
Louisville, also has plants in
Montana, Indiana, Ohio,
Florida, Mississippi, Georgia
and Puerto Rico, as well as
three plants in Louisville that
produce aluminum foil and
containers.
The Holy Roman Empire,
founded by Otto the Great in














Poison Control .  753-7588
Senior Citizens .  753-0929
Medlin  753-NEED





He didn't deny, however,
that the administration tends
to favor license applicants
who are political allies.
would think that anyone,
in issuing a license, if they had
a choice, would certainly not
















Want a great buy on any
Mercr-poweEetri-igTh the
house? Come on in and
look t.i over— now
through March 15.
And no matter which rig
you choose, with a new
.1977 Mercury outboard
behind it, you'll begetting
the power and 
corn 
pi rformancetl
you've  o depend
on fro Mercury.
From the mighty 175-hp
Mercury Black Max^ right
on down to the little fishing
Mercs, you get famous
- Mercury features like
, Thunderbolt' ignition for
' quick starts. Jet Prop-°''
exhaust for quiet running
-7-and a drcie ',tin that's
stainless steel throughout
for fighting corrosion.
So hurry on in and take
your pick of some great






"Folks, right now through March 15,
your Mercury outboard dealer is really
talking price on Merc-powered rigs!"
—Jerry Reed (as seen on TV)
See Your Nearest Mercury Dealer
AL'S BOAT & TRAILER
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Officials To MonitorKentucky Ohio River More Closely
News In Brief
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Carroll D. Hollenbach has
filed a petition in Fayette
Circuit Court for dissolution of
her marriage to Jefferson
County Judge Todd Hollen-
bach.
Mrs. Hollenbach, 35, stated
in the petition, filed Wed-
nesday in Fayette Circuit
Court, that the marriage is
irretrievably broken. The
couple has been seperated
since October, 1975, she said.,
She has been living in
Lexington since the seperation
and is employed by a
Lexington bank.
Mrs. Hollenbach's petition
ass that custody of the
couple's three children be
awarded to the father.
The Hollenbachs were
marfied in 1959.
Todd Hollenbach, who was
defeated overwhelmingly in
the May 1975 Democratic
gubernatorial primary by
Gov. Julian Carroll, could not
immediately be reached for
comment.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Alliance for
Arts Education will open a
two-day conference Friday at
the University of Louisville
Shelby campus.
Entertainment as well as
workshops on development of
grant proposals and arts for
the handicapped will be of-
fered.
LEXINGTON, Ky. AP) —
A Lexington woman has filed
a $40,000 damage suit against
the Blue Grass Baptist School
and A minister alleging that
her 11-year-old son was in-
jured as a result of a spanking
last year.
Billie Hollingsworth alleged
in the suit, filed in Fayette
Circuit Court, that the Rev.
James E. Miller whipped her
son, Billy, with a large wooden
paddle.
The child safered injuries
of the back, head, legs, arms
and neck as a result, the suit
said.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Terrence Duvernay, New
Orleans city manager. and -a
former member of President
Carter's transition staff, will
be the featured speaker at the
spring meeting of the Ken-
tucky Council of Area
Development Districts March
to. -
The two-day conference will
be held in Ft. Mitchell and will
include sessions on local
government, energy and solid
waste disposal. .
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API —
Transylvania University's
faculty voted Wednesday to
change the school's academic
calendar from a quarter to
semester system.
Under the proposed new
calendar, Transylvania would
offer two 14 week semesters
and a month-long May term.
The university presently of-
fers three 10-week quarters
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Statt officials .say they're
upset that poisonous
chemicals have been detected
in the Ohio River in the past
week and that they'll monitor
the water more closely in the
future.
The river is the source of
drinking water for hundreds of
thousands of persons in
Kentucky and other states.
Last Friday, large amounts of
a chemical known to cause
cancer in laboratory animals
was discovered in the river.
And on Tuesday, a train car
derailed near Guilford., Ind.,
spilling some 30,000 gallons of
acryonitrile, a chemical that
contains cyanide, into Tan-
ners Creek, an Ohio River
tributary.
The U.S. Environmental
'Protection Agency said 70
million tons of carbon
tetrachloride apparently was
dumped into the Kanawha
River near Charleston, W.Va.,
last week.
For two days, residents of
some cities along the Hier
were told to boil water before
drinking.
High concentrations of the
chemical were detected near
Ashland, Ky., just downriver
from Charleston, but by the
time the mass reached
Louisville, the reading was 23
parts_per billion. Fifty parts
per billion is considered a
health hazard, according to
the EPA: - •
"This means we're going to
be taking a closer look at
exactly what kinds of things
are dumped into the river,"
William S. Forester, director
of the state Division of Water
Quality, said Wednesday.
Acryonitrile, the chemical
that spilled into the tributary
on Tuesday, "is really deadly
stuff," Forester said. "If it got
to Louisville it would certainly
mean shutting off intake while
the stuff was passing."
But neither chemical ac-
tually posed a danger to the
Louisville Water Co.'s 700,000
customers, because both
became diluted as they moved
downriver. 
Neverthele-iiTniesterTaid-
such chemicals can have
"lone term effects, even in
Just a few parts per billion.
They can cause nerve and
other kinds of problems."
And for that reason, he said
officials are becoming in-
creasingly disturbed about
pollutants in the river and.
what can be done to monitor
the situation more closely. ,
"It's the big problem of,
today," he said. "At one time 
we were concerned about
sewage treatment, but it's
quite clear that the problem is
much more than that.
"We are very concerned
about this whole situation, and
what it's going to mean is
there's going to be a pretty
careful reevaluation of the
stuff we are allowing to go into
the tiv er," Forester said.
He 'said he believes some
companies discharge more
toxic wastes into the water
than their federal permits
allow. And others, he aid,
probably don't report spills at -
all.
NANCY






"They didn't do that in the
case of the company up in
West Virginia," he said. "It
wasn't until people started
smelling it that the carbon
tetrachloride was un-
covered."
Water samples are being
taken all along the river for
traces of the two chemicals,
but these two spills aren't
expected to cause serious
problems, Forester added.
"It's more than upsetting.
--Ies frustrating . If we're really
talking about a testing
program for the hundreds and
hundreds of organic
chemicals one might find, you
are talking about a program
bigger than any agency, state
or federal, is able to handle.
The only way to do it is to take
measures to make sure the
stuff doesn't get into the
water."




leaking toxic substances into
the river are , "subject to be
fined to the tune of millions of
dollars.
"People are going to have to
reaTfie they can't diunp this
stuff indiscriminately," he
RE • ...12









Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m.
354.5, down 0.1.
Below dam 302.7, -up 2_5.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.6,
no change.
Below dam 305.4, down 1.2.
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1 Mile E. of Murray on Hwy. 94
Next to Darnell Mark
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MAR-KEL LIGHTING FACTORY OUTLET STORE—ACROSS FROM POST OFFICE—PARIS, TENN. •
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Lawn 11 Garden Center
We've Moved Our Shop to give better service -
We've Increased Our Parts Area and We Have the
Largest Display of Nationally known Lawn 8 Garden
Equipment in this entire area I!
MURRAY SUPPLY CO el
kout..;-• 49, ,, ,,, ol ttrar.












WHOLESALE ELECTRIC SUPPLY ta.














Murray Supply Lawn & Garden Center
200 E. Main































*We Specialize in Lawn
8 Garden Equipment
It's Not A Sideline With Us *
*3 Machanics •
- When you purchase Lawn
8 Garden Equipment from Murray
Supply Lawn & Garden Center




With McCulloch & Homglite
Their Way
Also coming...
Lawn Care - Fertilizer & Pesticides
Complete Line...













($10 Down Holds Your
Tiller on Lay-Away











for II (through March 12)
Specials
1 ()% Discount
On Any Chain Saw
Chain Purchased
(Through March 12)
Lawn It Garden Center
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THF ANT LI
2. Notice 2. Notice 2. Notice , _ 15 Articles For Sale 16. Home Furnishings 20. Sports Equipment
27. Mobile Home Sales
YOUR NEED is ELECTRIC STOVE, Ill *5' RUNABOUT BOAT, 55COLOR PORTRAITS, our
I
, EXERCISE BIKE for . JP x 50 TWO BEDROOM,
horse Evinnide•
.SPECIAL bring us yours for extra 
concern. NEEDLINE
copies. Made from any 753-6333.
r-7---.7..ii-
C) 4==, CO
sale. $35.00. Excellent years old, excellent power set up. Furnished,' with
shape. Harvest Gold, motor, and 15' cam- " a'condition, n air and underpinned.less tha a
$150. Call 489-2778 four. To
New Shipment woven size into any size.
Wallets low 24 8 3. Card Ot Thanks
• old Has Tension after per-sleeps be $2500. Can 753.3847.year .
5:30 p.m. sold together-$1650- or,..houseplant baskets as cents, controll and
best Contactall shapes, all sizes x 10 $2.40. Fast service. 
offer.
THE FAMILY OF Maude 
speedometer-odometer. 1973 TOWNHOUSE, 124re‘
Attcraft, 118 South 12th, Call 753-4666 5.:00 DISHWASHER, Gunner Nance at 753-  72, 2 
bedrooms, 1 bath,
.79 to $9.95
,,ert- afterIlffmms would like to Westinghouse, 4 months 4015 or 7534300.753-0035. Free parking





.--": HALF PRICE - Corn-trance. staff of % 17. Vacuum Cleaners
carpeted. Call 436-5455.
the nurses and plete water clarifierI 4 Os
C
12th I, Paolo, the Murray- . 
r
- euaf tam IMP T Tood4 nnl an BALDWIN PIANOS and • .-...-..,.- .-.--..





you to bring your
Voikswagon, Porsche,




DO YOU blieve the Holy
- Bible is God's inspired
UlinntA 11/11 1 l'Oeo in
Convalescent Home, for al  ......../ klihk:o
their services and
patience shown us '
during the illness and
_
FOR SALE: Oak and
3 months. Call 435-4413. ELECTROLUX SALES organs. Rent to pur-
and service. Call Tony chase plan. Lonardo
Montgomery, 753-6760 Piano Company, across
___ .. -. _ ___ ___ _____ 17 11 111.1e, AM/ JUriPlatint
with raised roof, par-
tially furnished. Has
12 x 70. Two bedroom
death of our mother, Hickory 
wood, $12.50 day or night. 
from Post Office, Paris, small utility with
thanks to Dr. Binford 
rick delivered. Call 437- 
Tennessee. washer and dryer _
and Dr. Marquardt. The 4ref5 4731 or 437-4346. - SALE: KIRBY Vacuum, 
heynkitmt All alai-trite ..:
kindness shown us and ..' .1' ,- 500 Maple Street. Free
the effort to make Our  - TOBACCO STICKS 
for hose attachment- with
mother ar,•,comfortable il l KEEP SEEING ROBINS ON ' sale. Call 489-2126 or 435- the purchase of every
. as possible will always . AW LAWN, " 4263. upright. Rebuilt
be remembered. Thanks vacuums starting at '
for the prayers, phone , H 
, ,,i
anted 6. Help Wanted 
BATH TUB Enclosure $45.00. We rebuild y011f -
calls and visits from °' -el l.' r kits. Marbleized and, vacuum for $29.95. Call
I ls'Amoen • mriro a hrnit and's everyone. Mary Lou' _ ____- solid colors can be in 753..0359.
plan for y6u? Call 753- FOR SALE: One Marshall, Robert '(Bob)
0984. It is not a recor- miscellaneous disc Minuns, Vernon Mirnrns
ding. This is also our jockey? Please don't and A. C. Mirnms.
business phone. take too seriously what
Jay Diamond, WKYQ 5 Lost And Found
FOR MARY KAY morning personality,
Cosmetics call Sonya says on the radio during 
LOST 16" SAFETY rim, 8
Futrell, 753-4505. his show 5 a.m.-10 a.m. 
ply tire with 8 lug holes.
Unfortunately, Jay Reward offered. Call
FOR WATKINS sometimes gets carried 753-5949.
Products. Contact away and says things he
Holman Jones, 217 South shouldn't. The fact that LOST BROWN leather
13th, phone 753-3128. the country music billfold around MSU
t association in Nashville Fieldhouse on Friday
BELTONE FACTORY last year voted him night the 18th. .Please
fresh batteries. Wallis America's leading call Tarruny Boone, 753-
Drug Store, Murray, Ky. country disc jockey is no ss36.
reason for him to thinkCall 753-1272.
he can expound on 6. Help Wanted




a proud to iotheteee Floe
PAW! is associated with
University Barber Shop alms
WO HP MOM. For hair
anyway. Two good WANTED FULL time
features about his show day car hostess and part
are Howard Cosell at time night car hostess.
:25 a.m. and Paul Apply in person at K and
- Harvey.- at 7:30 a.m. N Rootbeaz. -
WKYQ-FM9 3. Thestyling, razor cut, layer cut or
regular hair cut, they invite
you to come by
Nu Appointment Nectssary
station Murray has been $2,000.00 MONTHLY!
waiting for (except SPARET1ME! Un-
maybe not Jay.




Diamond, but you. have easy! Send self-
to take the bad with the
good). 
addressed and stamped
envelope to Box 1824,.
Cleveland, Oluo 44106.
NOTICE - SPECIAL
drawings., every NOTICE 
•
EXPERIENCED.
weekend at Ky. Lake In order to do our upholsterer wanted.
Music Barn. Come join Apply in person at
the fun and be a winner, part the members
For information call 502- of the BOARD OF 
Direct Furniture, 1 mile
East of Murray on 94.
436-8806. REALTORS will ob-
BABYstryrat waniea stalled by amateur.
or around Hazel, Ky. T r„ IAA in.,
except gas furnace.
Unkterpinning incliided 








.... •••••.s. _ 11.-1 -
Call 492-8849. Maple. 1.11111111111111111Mill SPINET PLANO: Brand
1969 MASSEY Ferguson
135 tractor. Call 753-0 
name, see locally
'














carpenter. Apply , in -
person at Roy Harmon's
Carpenter Shop, next to









C ALLIS CHALMER, payments write:
plow, bushog and Richardson Music iC
Co973
tires. In need of minor 
O .
garden blade. Excellent Hwy. 67 N. Poplar Bluff,
Mo. 63901.
repairs. Priced for quick
ATIANTIC mobile
home, 12 x 65, partially
furnished. Call 437-4631
after 6 p.m.ROPER - AV ACADO ,
green gas range, self
cleaning oven, used only
3 months. $200. Medium
size gas heater, new
parts inside. $35. Call
753_3277.
sale. Call 753-0463 after 6
CONRAD'S PIANOS -
p.m.
Organs, Kimball and 1966 KENTUCKIAN




from your home. Earn
from $75-$200 weekly.
For information send -
stamped self addressed
envelope to Edwards





• and Clark. Largest
trailer and all ac-
















sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue: 753-6767. -
Olympic Plaza:Murray,
6' SIDEViINDER Bushog, Ky.
lift type, perfect con-
'dition. Call 436-5870. 24 Miscellaneous
CUSTOM MATTRESS
1972 CASE 570, only 500
hours. Used for 
mowing...,_ ,- marie__any. siz.e for .an-
tique beds or campers.
Gas. No equipment. Buy direct and save on
$4500. Call after 5 p. m. all 






care of 5 year old and
infant. 2-3 days per
week. References
respired Call:514760.
HIGH AND LOW Band
FM Tuner with antenna
and pole. Also 1 CB
. antenna. Priced to sell.
Call 4744757.
KY. MATTRESS,
NEED GRAIN BINS, a 1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.grain dryer, a new steel
Wilding,
FOR SALI:', by owner. 2
bedroom mobile home
unfurnished exc.ept  
WHIT CO1 -MASTE RES N 
5 Supreme metal
detector. $210. Also
exclusive dealer in West
Ky. and Tenn. for new
Nautilus Super deter-
tors. Call Bob Mills, 436-
2415.
grain cleaner 
or new spray equipment PEOPLE GIVE YOU
for spring. Agri-CASH, when you use Joe
Products has them. Call . 
Bailey and Linda Dill's
,753-2959- 
Flea Market to sell
items for you ... tables
stove and refrigerator.
Washer Se Dryer con-
ctions in use now. One
large 12' by 12' storage
building insulated and
lined, one 5' by 8' steel
storage shed. All on four
nice lots 100' by 220'.
 Just 3 nunutes away
Deliver Telephone
Books
Full Or Port Days
Men or Worrber ,,er 18 with
automobiles are needed In
Murray and Aurora.
Delivery start, atxud March
9th Send name. address,
are now being rented. If
FOR ALL YOUR fencing you have old, precious,
needs. Call AAA Fence





type of aut., insurance
company and hours
available on a post card to
D.D.A. Corp . Box 327 The
Ledger and Times An
Equal Opportunity Em-
ployer
I :usiness Ippor uniy
GROCERY MARKET.
I Beetle Bailey 
Building and six room
brick home on ki acre of
• • WANTED A SALES
following office person to sell Jim
hours until the Walter Homes in the
Murray area. This isend of the Energy your opportunity to
Crisis: 9:00 a.m, make good money as a
thru 4:00 p.m. sales person. If in-




MO town Real buy.
Paducah, Ky. The FLEA MARKET is from lake Excellent
located 3 miles west of well and septic system.
COME- ONE, COME
ALL! Annual hose
Dover, Tenn. on high-
way 79 across from
Under $9,000.00. Call 753-
.- 5352 6..00 a m.. to 6:00 p.
repair days at A and I Uncle Joe's Discount 111.
Ford Supply in Paris Store. Hundreds of 29. Mobile Home Rentals
can mean real savings items now turning into
to you. New hose thousands. The IN- .
assemblies made while DOOR Flea Market ONE TRAILER, 54 x 10. 
.you wait, new ends or open six days a week On private lot on Blood
splices on old hoses at and Sunday afternoons. ..River lake- 860 month. 
lowprices with no labor Call 436-2427.
charge Low prices on
.. . . , . .,
YE OLDE Horsetradin'
-. ' - • •
Terms. Contact Byer-
cyunaers..A anti I r ora
54
rost anti Auction. MOBILE HOMES and
finder, Sikeston MO. BE GENTLE, be kind, to
Supply on Highway- General merchandise mobile home spares for
that expensive carpet,
clean with Blue Lustre.
West in Paris. last year
we made or repaired
wholesale and retail.
Used furniture, and
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.BUSINESS FOR SALE.
The Blueberry Patch in
Dixieland Shopping
Center is a real op-
Rent electric sham-
pooer. Big K, Bel Aire
Shopping Center.





portunity to sell name
brand junior clothes and
tractor, 220 Cummings
engine, 10 speed road
taken. Flea market
space available. We
FOR RENT Beauty Shop ,
booth. Call 753-9809.10 SPEED boy's bike, $45.
jeans. Apply to




new paint. 13.500 or best
buy,• sell or horsetrade.
607 South 4th. Call 753- ITIOPTIVPIRIME• .
• ,BI,o.ndie . 
. 
• . • , behind 
Buckingham- for 15-17 ft. boat, $30. offer. Call 436-053.
. Rays. Fixtures and Good year Custom 26 TV-Radio WANT TO LEASE air
,:s...1--'* ----- '; i CAN ., , ' ( ,,, ',- ' -----,---j AS NG AS YOu :(siciN.,,r eiii - '. ,.. s....,s-ii cAs. -..,i s,...DER merchandise. Lease power cushion polyglas -D-6 DOZER, good engine, cured tobacco base Cal;i SAY 'A R F - ,.,..., DAISY -A -.e> ' ...ANGUAGE \*(1-ri Se-CULC, 5•-€
DOGS cAr.-r TALK") ,,tr ,..;., I , belted D78-14 tire, $10. good under-carriage. TV SALE. Drive to cuba 436-2149.C,,,1-.-* -------,..._1,... .)----' q; e, e.v.. -tER 7 l_tsAR, N .r-J! . building.




  L %iH; -., a 
.:,•'-
gr .- , •.  r.te_, ,
•,•''z':•• I! s- .1 .;i?, e , . 4 ,-.-,. _., 3,..ti_rfo- e , 1 ,,,. . 
."„T - ,t7.. , , Ii_., - - " - -j- - $. •:U ,4, 00.2...o.%.4::•• ..,4,•, _ 
12. Icsuance
 FABRIC SALE at 504 
best offer. Call 436-5353. lowest prices on -all 32. Apartments For Rent
' Zenith TV's. Shop
South 8th Extended. 660 CASE COMBINE, around and compare. ..N10E FURNISHED4,. ‘. , ,-- .;,:,,, A •I I41 ")). , ,.,.._, it„..w- . , 1 ,--- s ..J, . .... I ,,,,,, :. .-.,-_.., ....; L_ 2„,...... ...-- r :::::: ..7----_,: it '.`0,„,..:"P--) •.;.. . TIME 'Closeout on all fabric, corn, header, four 14" Sisson 's Zenith Sales, apartment. May be seen
1 . . 1 ‘; .....-,,,- F - 't ,.- ,-.0:,.., r -..,....1 ..., '..:::.... - TO famous name knits, Pittsburgh plow. Gueber Cuba; Ky. 382-2426. at Kellys Pest ('ontrol...s.„.: sss s IT r 472 ?-1 ''':''''' A __ 7 Li •:!::..,%.--... , , . I, \ ---•-- ,-- ,' -, ‹., .X•', I' - 4"4,, . -- . / , 4 _._ 7 ' T RAD E -- nylons and cottons. electric seeder. Call 489- 100 South 13th
,, '1 r.:44 -1, ''''<,1 / ".., a ,-,--.2„,____, .,  ...., A-7-''It... i? •-•,(:::---... V , I - - - Notions half price. 2180. .s.,0L, %-,7.. _ .R. *...; s_ts. isi4i. .;....,...,._:..., ,......,...1 ',. sitivi.r. r. .1 ‘-_, . _1•--:sk,..,) 4.4 ..4.46
.- 
'  --.1-
Te' ---i '•• -ss, 
-
Z3" QUASAR color T.V., N.- ..A-`, THREE R(SOIVrTurnis•ied0o4 2 .` .. i ! o• 11 i -V SALE - CHA1NSAW TWO 2" Water . pumps. Console,' Excellent apartment, central YeatA, ,4 .-... • Call after 1 pm. 753 condition. $175. Call 753-
- Phantom 
4 •
' 41 ' ;tot chains, Is" or 404 pitch. 8552. 
60,y7..,..„. ...... and air. carpeting,
Enough for 12" bar, garbage disposal, lots of....., - --
•••• ' s,,,, 'e ' - .','•4-..- 4....7-'.1,- FEAL,TIF,.,_ . .‘11,- ,, zi-l' -... . .. ,-.-.,--, $8.95. 16" bar, $9.95. 20" , closets Can be seen at., - ... ..s. ‘,.. 1 ROBYN 23CHANNEL CB .•,.• ....1' - ,,,,....„. , 1 rsssi•;' s - :--41 .._.05uc'JiZie•r47' ''' ''''' ' i'7116. , ' i''„;!--......';':;"7"41:';' • " ; : ' Sc'-us r„, , ,ancing bar, $10.95. Wallin t'ONTACT WF'..ST KY Owens Food Market,2-24 ' ^ ' ', '_ 7:nE,RE:5n,4E,4,,, , ' 7, ..„, , _ radio and PA system.GCE 6 . A ...AI ')-7t.t. - '-- \'' - ' -5.-yr"''''- ":". - •:".' " - - •-, • .. --- - Hardware, Paris, Tenn.- • G-r a i n Handlir4 1409 W• Main
, - - -- • J1s1 '-•2,_';' . '‘ \s. . Ecluipment, 1-345-2120 or 
Call 753-1842.
' -... sy - ' . 
„. Financing arrangoff 
1/4111. 
9 • , t .. `1---
id -1.... 
_ .:-../'''' f,
fll Security Sortie* Co 16. Home Furnishings 345-2633 for Farm Fan\, ,----. .„. s __,,....„-- - NEW TWA I BEDR0OM21. Mobile Horns, Sales•• -1• : _ 1 _-.".1, -  -.. --- - 
,-- ...-- _ I)ryers. Seven per cent townhouse ,,pirtnient,
- If ---- KIRKSEY f.1SED fur- - Pre-Season Discount- - -_-....._s„ .. 
i_____ .. - - iijp, ... . __,
• , ,--,: . , nti Ronnie Ross 12 x 60 REGENT all carpet. •ii,huasher.-..• :•, - ' v ' , ., &e.' \lf;6fir-‘"--*;: - C '
-P MV)0111. . i ' 4 '' '' 'i '' ' ' ' 
‘.,. / n - 
r 
, .,
'. StFil9 2101. Main niture. Buy and sells. through February. • 
, range, rcfni.,erator.MOBILE HOME. All
\ 
\ ,  , ,' . I, I Call 489-2752.753-0489 disposal. ,.; a sher-dryer
/4 . ...... - 
yr . / - imir .r11Ct'' name brand furnishings.,it- ...--N- 4  , , • t ' fry.L... "..-,E .L.,.. TER . 20 Sports Equipment h hookup, cell ' I eat andtra: i -iii„ __) 4 ' . ° .-.:-? L .,:c.,,.5 PuNTEr New carpet, carport...., ; 1 • 1 ` - ' 'VIA ' , ' ';'• - ' Ailk41, ' ., r 
MO Pt S1111141
'Inv° REFRIGERATOFLS 1,•2 H. P. Johnson for sail with utility room, ser- air, private deck. Call
,i'l ' --:s" , 1 '' ' --/V_- . AND STOVE, 
air con- 753-7550_ •, . 14. Want To But ditioner for sale. Call 
boat, practically new. - vice and underpinning.
irl_ A:NfR . r, Heavy duty trolling Call for appointment, R.•, ...,. ...- -- .-., ,,a 751-41941 sfter 5. 753-0764. . ..... _ . . NEW TWO BEDROOM-  . -
I I
•L.A.f UK, 711•12,7•S*V.11.•‘ ,1211t1
foreign. Also old gold.
Tillner. ion. p. nutriftitte.
Call 753-8127.




Call 753-9232. • WHITE 40" Hotpoint
range. Call 7510013. • -
carpet range , ,
refrigerator, disposal.i.FOR SALE 23" 10 speed EIGHT ACRF-S. 12 x 70 3
GOOD USED swing set,
also air conditioner,
8,000 BTU or htlf,her.
Call 474-275'4
Aiuki bicycle. Can be
seen at Spoke and pedal.
Call 753-2932.
bedroom mobile home, 
electric heat and central
air. 28 * 32 heated






TWO END TABLES, 1
coffee tablek and air .c.
condition. Call 7513371. , 1 \
16' SWISS Six ski boat. 90 well. Water pipe to all 8 TWO BEDROOM fur7
WANTED: B-J_• Auto BROWN AND BEIGE b, p. Johnson, trailek‘' acres. All within 2 years nished brick. $150 a
Salvage. Junked and dining room suite, duo- skis and all gar. $1100. ' old. Beautiful location. month Near campus.
wrecked cars needed., bed. Phone 753-0432 • Call 753-2248 :after 6 p. Call after § p. m. 901-247- Call 753-7698 between
-Cali 527-1315 or 4744854. \ after 3:30. • \ m. .
• 5457, PurYear, Tenn.
.5-7
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$90 per month. Call 489-
2595.
NICE FURNISHED
apartment for four. Call
753-0669 or 7575.
33 Rooms For Rent
ROOMS FOR RENT in
the country. Call 436-
2510. •
34. Houses For Rent




bath, near Taylor Store.
Call 753-7673 or 753-1559.
1.11.4e16.
34 Houses For Rent
FIVE ROOM house for 2-
people. No pets. Good
references. Call 753-
7449. - s
36 For Rent Or lease
FOR LEASE - Building,
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881.
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.







line. $175. Call 753-6299.
AKC REGISTERED Old
English Sheep dog
puppies, 8 weeks old.
Also 2 white German
Shepards, 5 months and
1 year old. Call 753-6412




Saturday Fahruary 26, 1977 10:00s.
* Location. Home of J. a Jody Boren, Rt. 5, Cadiz, Ky. o
n Cadiz,
• Ity arid RUMPUS Mills Road. turn on Ky.. State.Hw
y. 164 toward
* Roaring Springs, Ky. Follow signs.
Reason for Sale. Jody is selling Ns livestock and equip
ment
due to health reasons. Sons have taken over farm.
Livestock
* 1 Pr of outstanding well broke hors, will work any
way Horses
• weighed lag fall, pr. 2970 lbs. age 11-12. 1 Set of show harness, 1
rubber tire mule wagon. I wagon -sprtng-serrt-tfr of s
orrell
• mare mules, coming 2 & 3 yr. old. Expected to weig
h around 1250
• lbs when grown. 1 Pr of saddle mares, color sorrel', wil
l work to
* buggy or ride out perfect. 1 Pr of harness to fit above, 
1 buggy
* with pole, 1 Registered Quarterhouse, well broke, Sno
opys Pride,
* 1 Saddle & racking horse, 10 yr. old, color, bay wit
h white sox.
• Special 1 Pr of well broke oxen, weight ippx. 100011
as.
Equipment
1 - 131 Massey Ferguson tractor, I - 140 I litractor, 1 '4 
Row
White Oliver no till planter with fert & insectide boxes. I 'Sup
 A
Farnnal1cultat 140, 1 • 11 ft. Massey F. wheeldiak. 1-2 Ro
w 3 pl.;
planter. 1 - 2 Row 3 pt. hitch cultivator, 1 • Drag type disc harro
w,
1 - 3 Pt. hitch 2 bottom plow, 1 • 2010 John Deere crawler tractiiI,
T
- 1954 Chevy truck, 2 toil with grain bed, 1 - Thick rear end, 1 -
20
ft. hay & implement trailer, 1 -2 Wheel trailer, I' Rubber tire l
og
wagon, 1 'Massey combine reel, 1 • Hay rake, 1 'Wood cook
stove Many, many more pieces of farm equipt. will be sold.
• Auctioneer's Note: This is an outstanding horse and mule sale.
See Jody make these anirnaLs do everything but write their name.
Also a good line of farm equipment.




SIMARD REALVTA AOCTIONtO. -
DOVER, THIN. 232-5150
Rectilinear':
Ed "Bogie" Bogard, tic. 548
Dover, Tenn. 2324221
•
James B.tathey, be. 394,
Dickson, Tn. 446-V42













175 ACRE FARM located
on State Line Road only
seven miles south of
MuiTay. Large amount
of tendable land, some
additional land that
could be cleaned up and
s6me wooded land.
-Tendable land has been-
in beans. Good road
frontage. Also county
road access on other
Tart of land. -John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., 753-0101 or 753-
7531.
FOR SALE OR LEASE
by owner. 1200 to 1400 sq.
ft. of space on well
traveled street in
Murray. Available on
short or long term basis.
Suitable for professional






spending the summer in
your own pool. You will
have plenty of room with
4 bedrooms, living room
and dining area and 2
baths. This L-shaped





duplexes. ... Let us be of
service to you. Loretta





TWO ACRES OF land
east of Almo on blacktop
road. Call 753-4418.
43,Real Estate
FOR SALE: • Lakeway
Shores lot, corner
Danny Kay; near water.




We still have several
desirable lots left in
Westwood Subdivision.
Pax:" mg, city. water and
sewer included in price
of lots. Prices start at
53,300. Some wooded lots
still available Owner
will finance with











Forest has 2 lovely
baths, dining room with
beautiful chandelier,
family room With
fireplace, wall to wall
carpet in all rooms,
' built-in kitchen with one
wall brick. Central heat
and air, attached
garage, large utility
room which could be
used as study. Priced in
30's. Kopperud Realty,
753-1222.
BARGAIN PRICED on 3
good home on a quiet
residential street: Home
is well constructed and
insulated. 2 bedrooms,




delay. Call us today on
this excellent buy. Call
753-1222, Kopperud
R [ALT URS








town. Will consider best
offer. before March 7.
Call 753-9710 after 3 p.m.
PERFECT VACATION









$9500. Call 753-8080 or
-come. -by 4.05 N. 12th,
Boyd Majors Real
_ Estate.
HAMLIN, NY. a house
and one acre of land on
Ky 444 and McFarlane
Road. Good well and
septIc system. Many
..111 large trees for a nice
shAdy liornesite. Call
John C. Neubauer,




FOR SALE BY OWNER.
Only 31,2 miles from
court square. Three
acre lots for sale for
residential develop-
ment. Lots located east
of Murray on Squire
Workman Rd. Water is
provided. Call David
King, 753-8355.
LOT FOR SALE in
Gatesborough Call 753-
8448.
45. Farms For Sale
IDEAL 80 ACRE farm for
sale by owner. Ap-
proximately 60 acres
tillable, road frontage,
priced less than $700 per
acre.. Call David King,.
753.11355 
10 ACRE FARM for sale.
Four miles South on 121.
Three bedroom stucco
house, stock barn, hog
parlor, all under hog
fence. Call 753-0978 if
interested.
Sell Your Home Through
KOPPERUD REALTY









Geri Andersen George Gallagher Bill kopperud
January and February sales indicate 1977 to be a very active year in the real estate market. We
have qualified buyers looking for homes now! Get a jump on the market 'and list your home
with the action team at Kopperud Realty. You can rely on the friendly folks at Nopperud Realtx
for good old-fashioned personal service and current real estate knowledge.
Evenings Call
Harry Patterson. .
Regeria Baggett  
Geri Andersen 
George Gallagher






Everything We Touch Turns To SOLD!
KOPPERUD Ph. 753-1222
(24 hour phone)
REALTY ni 711 Main








owner and save. Cir-
carama Subdivision,
large 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
living-dining room,















BY OWNER -3 bedroom,
attached garage, garden
spot, apple 'trees, shade
trees on 641 South. Will
accept offers. Call 753-
0154.
THREE BEDROOM, 1½
bath, brick home. 1312
Kirkwood Dr. Call 753-
7504.
OWNER MOVING out of
state. Three bedroom
home, good location:
Nice large lot. Call 753-
1961.
MUST SELL!! Reduced
Price. 3 Bedroom Brick,
approximately 2000 sq.
It. living space. Phone
753-7857. *
46.Homes For Sale
IN SHERWOOD Forest, 3
bedroom brick with 21/2
baths, den with
fireplace, formal dining
room, large living room,
half basement. Call 753-
8138 after 4 p.m.
47. Motorcycles
1975 ELECTRIC mini-
bike. Ride all day for
pennies. Charge
overnight. Ideal for
commuting to town or to




Only 1500 miles. Call
after 4 p. m. 753-3143.
1974 TRAIL 70. Great
condition. $200. Call' 753-
7228 ask for Doug.
YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
Motorcycle trailer. 1975




ONE SET of mags, tires,
adaptors and steering
wheel to dress up4.W.
All for $75. Call 753.





1967 PLYMOUTH Fury. 4
door, air condition,
power steering. Call 489-
2307.
1974 C-35 Renegade jeep
for sale. In geed _con-







1425.00 up, floored, reedy to use. Also 
precut, you build, as
loss as 1300.00. I x up to 24 s 60 standard, bid will 
prowl
any site needed. Buy the bast fru less.
CUSTOM Julia PORTABLE BUILDINGS 753-0910
49.Used Cars & Trucks
CLASSIC AND
COLLECTOR CARS.
1957 Cadillac El Dorado
Brougham, one of 400







12,000 miles, like new,
$700. 1958 Corvette
Roadster, both tops, like
new, 4 speed, $6,700. 1960
Cadillac. 4 door, 54,000
miles, all original, $1500.
All prices firm. No
phone calls. See Bob




gas mileage. Phone 753-
5447 after 5 p.m.
1971 CHEVROLET
Caprice Classic, cruise
control, red with white
vinyl top. Price $4450.
Call 753-4445.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1957 FORD PICKUP with
camper, $295. 1968 Ford
LTD, $350. Call 48.2595'
1967 INTERNATIONAL





dition. $600. Call 753-
8649. Call anytime.
1974 CHEVROLET 4
wheel drive. 1967 Ford
pickup truck. Call 753-
3047.
1965 V. W. with square





and air. Good condition.
$695. Call 753-8504 after 5
p.m.
1976 FORD 150, 4 wheel
drive, red with power
steering and brakes.
Call 492-8269 after 6 p.m.
Guy Spann Realty
Needs to list some houses of all types. Sale
s have been
real good this winter, leaving us short on h
omes and far-
ms of au prices. Just call 753-7724 and we will make every
effort to list and seN your property at a fair market value
Prices have Changed over the years and some property




or drop by the office at 901 Sycamore.




Individual Male or Female needed tun o
r part time to dis
tribute world tarrfbils Kodak him and oth
er photo products
through company established location
s Make this your
Year to, independence 54995 00 investment 
Guaranteed 12
month merchandise repurchase agreement 
-
CALL Mr Martin (Toll Frain 14100-
048- 1 200 or Collect A614.2261751
' --lannehty-to-frietay.Ba.rn, to
6pm. Sat. 9 am to Lp.rn. ES T.
OrWrit• FIRESTONE PHOTO CO.,
FIRESTONE BUILDING • SINCE 1946
162N 3rd St Columbus. Ohio 4321S
Last Week We Had Our Grand Good
 Opening
Now We're Having A Grand Good 
Buy
Right home, right area and right for you. This is
the home Mom will enjoy. It has a room for
everyone. Beginning with the lovely living room
with dining area,and going to the built in kitchen
with pantry. There's a family room for m'om and
dad and rec room for the children. The 5
bedrooms and 4 baths insures privacy for the en-
tire family. To complete this home is 2 fireplaces
and 12 closets. Approx. 4900 sq. ft. of gracious
living on 2 wooded acres.
Thaw out in style in your of  own Franklin
fireplace. Yr 
bIJI• 
D , a nice comfortable
living room, -,,n, 3 bedrooms. The
drive is pave( ,aiia the heat bills are low.
80 acres - 30 acres tendable with potential of 50
acres tillable. Less than $400 an acre ... Also has
3 bedroom frame house with central heat and
commercial well. Just on the market.
Kickoff your shoes and settIelirtrunt-of the fire
in this warm family room, designed just for you.
Also, there's 4 bedrooms, living room, dining
area, 2 baths and a 14' x 45' tee room for those
teenagers. This home has almost 4000 sq. ft. of
comfortable living plus low heat bills.
Good things comes in 2 s-tory home with 2
full baths, too &n11.1) iays the owner but
he's transferre D‘o "7- nomes so it's your
chance to own this practical home.
Look forward to warm weather and spending the
summer in your own pool. You will have plenty
of room with 4 bedrooms, living room and dining
area and 2 baths. This L-shaped home is in an ex-
cellent neighborhood.
This country home has 4 bedrooms, living-room,
kitchen, large utility room, completely carpeted,
tastefully decorated .... electrie heat and storm
windows ..: located on 2 wooded acres with log
barn.
Make a date with M^° ,. ure on this woode
d
acreage. Beaut SO 1'1f
-es ... ideal for sub-
dividing. This w ..aist long.
Commercial lot ...50 x 358 ... only lot across from
city park available for sale ... Ideal for sports
store.
Pony lot, strawberry patch, fruit trees on this VI
acre parcel, makes an ideal setting for this coun-
try home for young marrieds or retirees. This 2
bedram with potential of 4 bedrooms, has been
well maintained with appliances and carpeting.
This is an exclusive listing. . . First time on the
market.
Beautiful wood SOLD 
'eal for lake home.'
Less than $9000! With one acre located south of
Murray is WU, newly painted 142 story frame.
Living room, dining room, kitchen and 2
bedrooms, paneled, partially carpeted ... Owner
leaving state.
1½ story, 4 bedrooms, living room, kitchen. With
a little fixing up this would be ideal rental
property for a family or for students. Located
near University.
An all brick one level f•itok 'beautifully cared for.
From the built-'' rkLY ith eating space, you
can enter the 59117airpeted bedrooms, utility
closet, large room ... Priced right.
B 3 Zoning.. This would be excellent investment
property. Dwelling has living room, kitchen. 2
bedrooms, completely carpeted and the drapes
and range stay. . . Under $8,000.
In an area of fine homes this tri-level has much
to offer the particular buyer. More can be said,
but come see to appreciate the four bedrooms,
242 baths, formal dining room, family room with
fireplace, eat-in kitchen, double garage.
In the short time we have been open, we have had a tremendo
us
response. We appreciate the confidence and trust that has be
en
shown in our professional services. We ask Ow you call ul or stop
by our office and discuss selling your property - or ju
s1 to get
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49 Used Cars & Trucks
1975 CHEVROLET





1969 PONTIAC Ventura, 4
door, air, all power.
52,000 actual miles.
Excellent look and.
condition. $700. Call 753-
4891.
1173 PONTIAC Grand
Prix, beige with beige
vinyl top. Bucket seats,
factory tape, automatic
floor shift. 400 Cu. in





$1,450 or best offer. Call
753-6148 after 3 p.m.
49. Used Us & Trucks
1972 CHEVROLET, 2
door, air, and power,
good mechanical con-
ditigp. Good tires. $1100.
Can53-7508.













$1050. Call 753-8216 after
5 p.m.
1959 FORD E-600, good
bed and lift. Runs. $850.
Call 753-0150.
1;4
Very attractive 3 bedroom home. Kitchen and
den combination. Kitchen has everything. One
and one-half bath; central heat and air; all for
just $32,900. Must see inside to appreciate.
Business property. Good location, corner lot, and
close to university. Suitable for apartments,
professional offices or busineee Building and
_large lot for just $39,900. _
Several nice lots for sale. Some Wooded. Close to
-town. $2500. to $5500.
Your business is always appreciated at RORERTS REALTY.
40 0 ROM'S TATA
RAT KARIM Alo
411 Swab 1211 Street
PAT AROOSTOOK OA 1114
VOA ININIAMIll 1$11 PUT
T( 713 31r1
IOU Men /SI 411






1972 K-5 BLAZER 4 wheel
drive. $2900. Call 489-
2570.
1969 FORD pickup. F-100.





dition. $1250. Call 489-






and has good tires.
$950.00. Phone 354-6217.
1963 FORD customized
van, mag wheels, 8



















1973 BUICK LE SABRE
Custom. One owner,.





1969 DATSUN, 4 door, 4
speed. $575. Call 489-
1966 RAMBLER. Runs
like new. Must sell. Call
767-2357.
IM uelf1 PitICESIrSIAT PI 11161 In MK
50 C3mp.,r




Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
1972 FAIRWAY Travel
















Ernest & Virginia White
Call 753-0605.
RENTINNSENVAC
Ns ether "is-a-yeerssir maid
dues oriels is..
EASILY-
3$ poohd portable poorer
noose does ail the wort,
EFFECTIVELY.-
cleans nnses and .actrunts
out deep down dn't and
.ponte.,.n a !"(ilt_ ;weep
cleans the way
Professtonals do-at
a !moon of the cost
(YOU SAYE UP 10
S25 00 PER ROOM]
-r
--•
Rent for only $12.00 a day
Bel-Air Decor Store
$4.4p (eater 113 3447
Make Money By Saving!
1. How can you make money?
Ans. You can make money by gathering up all those unwanted and unneeded items that are
gathering dust in your basement, attic and garage and putting them up for sale.
2. How can you save money?
Ans. You can save money by takimradyantage of the gigantic classified ad sale that the classified
ad department of the ledger & Times is having during•the month of March to sell all those items
you have gathered together.
3. How good a business person are you?
Ans. You can prove that you are good in business by running your business advertising on the
Classified Pages of the Ledger & Times during the month of March. Every fourth day your
classified ad will run FREE regardless of size. This means that you save the entire cost of your ad
every fourth day. Prices remain the same as usual and you receive all the usual discounts. If you
are a regular customer of the classified section and your advertising is already scheduled for Mar-
ch you will automatically receive the benefits from this sale.
4. What are the details of this sale?
Ans. The sale is open to everyone;
The Sale is open to everyone, for eve,i'y
section on the classified page, small
reader ads or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:
v Ads must run three consecutive days.
v No changes. will be made in copy.
v Paid days will run first.
v No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before ex-
piration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads
















5. What do you gain from this sale?
Ans. YOU SAVE MONEY. There is no way you can lose if you sell the item you advertise. You save
money on your business advertising and gain the advantage of advertising in the most well read
section of the newspaper. The amount of money you can save is determined only by the amount
of advertising'you decide to do.
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE AND SAVE:
Call 753-1916 or 753-1917 to place your ad.
51 Services Of‘teed
ELECTROLUX SALES
and sers.rice. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night. "4
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN prompt ef-
ficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal




and remodeling - one
cabinet to complete





rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Call Clifford










TRICIAN and gas m-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating ans.
sewer cleaning 'tall 703-
7203.
CARPET LAID at $1.25
per yard. Expert work-
manship. Guaranteed, 6
months. Call Ray 436-
2124 or Bob 436-2415
WILL TEAR DOWN old
barns for barn lumber._ , _ _
Call 753-5050.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
















by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
DRIVEWAYS white
rocked. Sand and lime

















WILL DO inside or out-








Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
CAKES FOR ANY oc-
casion, --and for wed-
dings. Various sizes and
" shapes. Pi efei one week







struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.





Call Ralph Worley, 753-
0708.
EI.ECTRICAL REPAIR
of electric heat, air
condition, appliances,
water pumps, water











TILE - TILE - TILE.
Complete patio and
porches, brick and tile,
showers, entrance,
kitchens. Call J. R. -
Hamilton, 753-8500.
AP
, FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for






















10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
William West
113 N. 9th Strait
Murray, Ky.
MI orders pet-paid.
WILL DO babysitting in
my home • for child, 1




carpvter ins* or 
hautink-..Catt-153-4707.
SALE: KIRBY Carpet
Care. Steam clean one
room at 8 cents per sq.
ft and we will clean the
hallway free, limit 4 x
10 A 10' x 10' room




work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.
53 Feed And Seed
1,000 LB. ROLLS of -lap









Salaried position, Borne; Plan, Company Paid In-
surance.
Apply In Person Only To
See Richard Parker
Flying Service Operator Wanted
The Murray-Calloway County Airport Board is
accepting applications from qualified parties to
provide flight services I air charter, flight in-
struction, and aircraft rental) at the Mw-ray-
Calloway County Airport, Murray, Kentucky
through March 15, 1977. Interested parties should
submit applications to Dr. Hugh L. Oakley,
Chairman, Murray-Calloway County Airport
Board, 1312 Olive Boulevard, Murray, Kentucky
12071.
54 Free Column 54 Free Column
FREE PUPPIES, part St. FREE PUPPIES, Part
Bernard. About 1 month Cocker. Call 753-9884.
old. Call 753-9673





FREE - EIGHT week
old part-beagle puppies.
Healthy and cute. Will
make lovable pets. Call
753-7839 after 6:00.
FREE - HALF grown
persian cat. Black and
white. Female. Sweet
and loving. Call 753-3535
after 5:00.
FREE - NINE week old
part-husky puppy. Black
with white and brown
markings. Holds her tail




Zoned B-2; Ideal for any Professional Medical
practice, Insurance or Real Estate office. Over
2,000 sq. ft. of usable space, newly redecorated.
Call David King - 753-8355
Antique Auction
Feb. 26,1977 at 10:00 a.m.
at Sterling Antiques, Hazel, Kentucky
Mr. Hattley owner of the store is working the
hardest to offer people of this area things they
want. Be with us at these auctions.
Off thing oak, walnut mohogany and pine fur-
niture. Roll top desk, nice organ, washstands,
book shelves, hall trees, umbrella stands,
primative chairs and desk. Brass fireplace fee-
ders; prayer and organ benches, china and man-
tel clocks, 30 hour weight clock, Camel back
trunks, lap desks, fern stand, office work table
with drawers 'andleather top, picture frames,
used china and small items, old stetson hat. Also
have large rare pieces of fine furniture. Don't
miss this sale. Not responsible for accidents.
Detailed announcements made day of sale.
Mr. 8. Mil. Sonny Parkh111,• Managers of Store.
Come Early to is, very goad antiques.
Discounts to dealers on private sales.




1976 Tax Books will
Close on March 30
in preparation for





LOTS A HOUSE-LITTLE PRICE. This 3
bedroom brick at 803 S. Broad St. has large kit-
chen-family room. Kitchen has cabinets galore
and built-in range, refrigerator and disposal.
There are 2 tiled baths, large covered patio, out-
side storage building, landscaped yard. Extra
nice carpet. Must see to appreciate. Central gas
heat and air conditioning at unbelievably low
cost. Must see to appreciate. Only 32,500.
PRETTY RANCH HOUSE of brick and stone on
quiet cal-de-sac. Has double garage,. family
room, carpet, -kitchen has built-ins and
refrigerator. Central heat and air, 3 bedrooms.
bath and a half. Convenient location at 703 Earl
Court in Circarama.
KIRICWOOD DRIVE 3 bedroom and 2 bath4ente
with large living room and large family room.
Kitchen has built-ins and refrigerator. Washer 8;
dryer included with sale, Has central gas heat &
central air, nice carpet throughout. On 90 x 150
lot. Real clean & sharp as a briar. Call to see.
PRETTY AS A PICTURE both inside &out. This
lovely 3 bedroom brick on corner of Glendale Rd!
and 16th St. Has..all built-ins, big fireplace in
family room, 2 paths, central heat and air, large
,lot and nice view. Carpet and draperies. Extra
nice. Call for appointment to see.
BIGGER THAN IT LOOKS - 'Two bedroom
frame at 903 N. 18th St. Has electric heat and air
conditioner, large utility room and on extra deep
lot. A good "starter- home.
EDGE OF KIRKSEY is this nice 3 bedroom
brick home on 3 pretty and level acres. Home has
paneled family room, large kitchen & dining with
loads of cabinets, utility room, electric heat and
air conditioner. Has 2 good outbuildings plus a
small barn. Plenty of elbow room here. Showyty
appointment only.
20 ACRES and nice 3 bedroom house on Faxon
Rd. Home has had many improvements recen-
tly. Has family room with fireplace, carpet New
--24 x 34 cleanup Wip 24 x 30 1:00le barn. Call to see
GROVE HENRI-ITS brick home with 3 bedrr•onis,
carpet, electric heat, a ir conditioner, carport. On
100 x 200 lot. A nice clean home in a ' quiet
location. $27,000.
WISWELL .ROAD location for this lovely new
briek home. Has 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, central
heat and air, all built-ins in convenient kitchen,
all carpet, patio, and large double garag with
paved drive. Comer lot with trees.
Guy Spann Realty
901 Sycamore Street Member of Multiple listings Phone 753-7714
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
Prentice Dunn, 753-5725 Guy Spann, 753-2587
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Funeral services for Mrs.
Amy Brown of Murray Route
Four are being held today at
two p. m. at the South
Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church where she
was a member with the Rev.
Dr. William P. Mullins, Jr.,
officiating. The Church Choir
is providing the music, and
Mrs. Otto Erwin and Mrs. L.
D. Cook, Jr., are singing a'
duet.
The Audie James Sunday
School Class of the church is
serving as an honorary; group.
Active pallbearers are Bob
James, Dorris Clark, Bill
Phillips, Lowell Key, Glen
111 
Edwin Paschall, and Dencil
Paschall. Burial will be in the
R4 church cemetery with the
- t arrangements by the Blaloe4t-
2 Coleman Funeral Home.
Mrs. Brown, age 89, died
Tuesday a2:20 p. m. at the
Westview Nursing Home. Her
husband, Lube M. Brown, died
June 23, 193. Born January 3,
1888, in Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the late
W. A. and Sarah Jackson
James.
Survivors include one son,
Hester Hugh Brown and wife,
Clovis, Murray Route Four;
foster son, Charles Hum-
phreys, Warren, Mich.;
granddaughter, Mrs. Robert
(Glenda) Hill, and three great
grandchildren, Bobby, Leah,
and Jimmy Hill, 1706
Keeneland, Murray; one
sister, Mrs. Grover (Bernice)












Mrs. Ruby Mae Jones of
Mayfield Route One, widow of
Charlie A. Jones, died Wed-
nesday at 12:30 p.m. at the
She was 84 years of age.
The deceased was born 
September 25, 1892, and. was
the daughter of the late Frank
Sims and Jane Jetton Sims.
Mrs. Jones is survived by
one daughter, Mrs.1,.Gilbert
Smith, Mayfield; four sons,
Hoyt and .Elmo Jones-,
Mayfield, Dwight Jones,
Mayfield Route One, and
Codie Jones, Memphis, Tn.;




The funeral will be held
Friday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with the Rev.
Gary Frizzell officiating.
Grandsons will serve as
pallbearers and burial will be
in the Beech Grove Cemetery
near Lynn Grove.





Marvin Boyle of 101 North
17th Street, Murray, died
.Wednesday at 10:45 p. m. at
the Murray-Calloway Coady
Hospital. He was 71 years of
age.
The Murray man was a
member of the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ. Born
February 23, 1906, in Stewart
County, Tn., he was the son of
the late Dave Boyle and
Donnie Carney Boyle.
Mr Boyle is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Jierta Newberry
Boyle, and one son, Keith
Boyle, 101 North 17th Street,
Murray; one daughter, Mrs.
Gerald (Jewell) Garner, and
four grandchildren, Terry,
Darren, Kevin, and Roger
Garner, Murray Route Eight.
• Also surviving are two
sisters, Mrs. Ethel Bailey,
Benton, and Mrs. Ocie
Pautala, Portland; • Oregon;
half sister, Mrs. Clemie
Newberry, Sandwich, Ill.;
three half brothers, Carmel
Boyle, Wilmington, Ill.,
Herbert Boyle, Murray Route
Seven, and James Boyle,
Paducah Route Eight.
The funeral will be held
Saturday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Bro. John
Dale and Bro. Henry Hargis
officiating. Burial will follow
in the Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after four p. m.
today ( Thursday ).
Mrs. Neit Ward Is
Dead At Age 84
Mrs. Ruby M. Jones Mrs. Neil Cochran Ward,
formerly of Murray, died
Dies Wednesday. Tuesday at 10:45 a. m. at the7 Central Baptist -Hospital,
Leiingtoli. She was 84 years of
age and a resident of 2974
Jefferson Street, Paducah.
The deceased, the widow of
B. L. Ward, was born
February 5, 1893, to the late
Virgil Boyd Cochran and EllaHaws Nursing Home, Fulton. Nance Cochran. She was a
member of the First Baptist
-enure*, Paducah, "and---of
several civic organizations in
Paducah.
Mrs. Ward is survived by
one dal101.8R Mrs. William
(Louise) Holt, Lexington; one
son, Billy Ward, Paducah; two
sisters, Miss Clover Cochran,
Alton, Ill., and Mrs. I. N.
Breazeale, Starke, Fla.; three
grandsons; five great grand-
children; three nieces.
Funeral services will be
held Friday at one p. m. at the
chapel of the Roth Funeral
Home, Paducah, with the Rev.
Dr. John A. Wood officiating.
Pallbearers will be William
Lane Holt, Ray Ward Holt,
David Waller Holt, William
Ray Holt, William K. Ben-
jamin, and Olaf Wilford.
Burial will be in the Highland
Park Cemetery at Mayfield.





Dodge Royal Monaco:- -
$436 less
than Ford LTD.'' 
'Price and Price comparisons based on
manufacturers' suggeSted retail prices
for base four-door models, not including
destination charges, taxes, and title.
Comparably equipped, Royal Monaco
is $274 less than LTD (Whitewalls, $43,














Lonnie (Buster) Elkins of
Dexter was pronounced dead
on arrival at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital on
Wednesday at 3:15 p. m.
The Dexter man was
stricken while employed by a
contractor an a construction
job at the Murray Division of
the Tappan Company. He was
60 years of age. Born May 12,
1916, in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late Van
Elkins and Davis Ellis Elkins. •
Mr. Elkins is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Edith Pritchett
Elkins, Dexter; two
daughters, Mrs. Homer
(Betty )Ahart, Almo Route
One, and Mrs. Mike (Glenda)
Davenport, Hardin Route
One; one sister, Mrs. Murrell
White, Biena Vista, Tn.; three
brothers, Dallas and Darrell
Elkins, Dexter, and Andy
Cecil Elkins, •MurraY; six
grandchildren.
a Funeral services will be
held Friday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Bro. John
L. Hicks officiating and the
Dexter Church of Christ
singers providing the song
service.
Burial will be in the Stewart
Cemetery.





Fellowship will show the film,
"Parable," at the meeting on
Sunday, February 27, from
6:00 to 6:45 p.m. at the United
Campus Ministry, North 15th
Street.
. A discussion will follow the
film and all persons are




Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today. furnished to the Ledger &




Ponderosa Systems 61,, +
Kimberly Clark 42% -14
Union Carbide 59% -%_ _
W. R. Grace 784.2
Texaco 27% -iv
General Elec. 50% As
GAF Corp 1171 unc
Georgia Pacific 35% +it
Pfizer 27% unc
Jim Walters 34% -is
Kirsch 14% unc
Disney 38% unc
Franklin Mint V% -is
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by 1 M. Sunon Co are as follows
Indus. Av.., . ,  -3.49
Airco 30% -%
Am. Motors 44 one
Ashland Oil 
AT&T 63% unc
Ford Motor ........... 56% -A's
Gen. Dynamics 56% -1
Gen. Motors  -%




Quaker Oats 23% +
Republic Steel 33's -is
Singer Mfg. 21% -%
Tappan 10% +%
Western Union 18% unc
Zenith Radio   24% -is
Vo-Ed Classes
Are Re-Scheduled
The Typing II, Shorthand H,
and Small Engines classes
that were to have begun in
January but were cancelled
due to snow and fuel shortages
will begin next week.
The Shorthand II class will
begin on Monday, February 28
at 6:30 p. m. All those who
have previously registered,
and any one else interested in
the class should be present at
that. time. —
The Typing II class will
begin 011 Tuesday, March 1 at
6:30 p. m. All persons who
registered and any others
interested should be present.
The Small Engines class
will begin on Tuesday, March
1 at 6:30 p. m. Only those who
were previously registered
should report for class.
Due to the gas fhortage , the
temperatures *ill beitept at a
minimum in the classrooms.
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Servitie
February 24, 1477
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts. Act. 801 Est. 500 Barrows &
Gilts fully 1.00 higher Sows mostly
steady - .50 higher
US 1-2200.230 Its . . $40.50-40275 few 41.00
US 1-3 260-240 lbs. 140.00-40.50
US 2-4240.260 lbe.  030.25-40.00
US 3-4380-280 lbs. $31.2544.25
Sows
US 1-2770-336 lbs. 133.03-33.50
US 1-3 300-450 !be 833.0044.00
US 14450450 lbs. . 8$4.00-35.00
US 2-3 300-500 Its .  83;00-33.00
Boars 18 0040 00
Brent Kingtbn, Iron Sculptor
'Ask Carter'
WASHINGTON (AP -
Pick up your phone a week
from Saturday and give the
President a call.
You might not get through
the selection System they're
setting up to handle his first
talk show. But if you do, you
cin ask or tell him almost
anything.
The system designed for
-Ask President Carter," the
two-hour broadcast tafk-a-
Van betWeen the-President
and the public, will let only 20
callers reach the White House
at any one time. A White
House aide says the calls will
be prescreened - but not for
content.
There will be a seven-second
delay between the words as
they are spoken and when
you'll hear them_ on the air,
The CBS radionetwork, which
will carry the show, will use
that seven seconds to catch
and( cut Off anyone who
becomes abusive or obscene
Carter will take the calls
from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. EST in
the Oval Office. His aides say
he- chose the time to give
working people- at-heine-en-a-
Saturday afternoon an op-
portunity to reach him. He'll
probably sit in an easy chair,
listen through a speaker phone
and talk through a
microphone around his neck.
A television camera will
record the proceedings for
delayed rebroadcast if the
networks choose to carry
portions of the show. Walter
Cronkite of CBS News will 'he
moderator.
Barry Jagoda, a 33-year-old
former employe of CBS and
NBC who now handles the
President's media and•public
affairs, won't reveal the toll-
free number that will connect
you with the President.
"You'll dial a 900-number.
That's the first time a 900-
number has ever been used.
It's a toll-free 900-number, as
opposed to an 800-number.
That's so the 800-system
doesn't get overloaded
We'll announce the number
next week," he said.
If you decide to call, here's
what Jagoda says will hap-
pen:
"Somebody will answer the
phone and say, The White
House, ask President Carter.'
If you're lucky. The chances
are, though, the phone will
ring busy .... There probably
will be hundreds of thousands
of people who don't get their
questions answered."
Each call the President
takes Mill have to have sur-
vived a process of elimination
handled by telephone com-
pany computers.
Jagoda says each call will
compete first with hundreds-of
others at 4ocal telephone
switching stations. Two calls
will be selected at each aliaci
station by a compuler
programmed to choose them
for geographical balance. The
two chosen calls will then be
routed from the local station
to one of 10 regional switching
centers.
"Each of those 10 will let six
calls -through - again
balanced geographically. So
you've got 60 calls coming into
Washington at a time. Now
we've only got 20 lines in
Washington, so we'll get 20
phone calls at the White House
at a time."
CBS operators will answer
those 20 lines.
Jagoda says they'll say:
"May we have your name and
phone number? We want to
verify the authenticity of this
calf 'Thank you very much.'
4.
Blacksmithing Lecture
Is Set For Tonight
Brent Kington, iron sculptor
and a professor in the School
of Art at Southern Illinois
University, will present an all-
day J:ilacksmithing workshop
at Murray State University
today and an evening slide-
lecture tonight.
The workshops by Kington,
who is recognized as one of the
top ironwork artists in the
country, will begin at 9:30 a.
m. in the sculpture courtyard
behind the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center, with the slide-
lecture scheduled at 7:30 p. m.
in Room 423'
His visit to the "area as a
guest artist will also include a
slide-lecture presentation at 2
p. m. Friday, Feb. 25, at the
Next Week
They'll write the name and
phone number down and give
it to somebody else, who calls
back directory assistance in
that distant town," Jagoda
says.
When directory assistance
verifies there is such a person
with that number in that town,
an operator will call that
person back - "In the order in
which the calls are received,"
Jagoda said: The operatorwill
say, "Mr Doe, this is the
White House. Please hold on.'
And he's in line to get through
to the Oval Office."
The operator will put John
Doe's name and address on a
small computer screen. It will
appear on an identical screen,
the Size of a small television
set, in the-Oval Office in front
of Cronkite and the -President.
They will respond to the calls
on the screenin sequence.
Jagoda says it will go this
way: -Hello, this is Jimmy
Carter, Mr. Doe. What's your
question, please?' Or, `Mr.
Doe, this is Walter Cronkite,
do you have a question for
President Carter?' If in
Cronkite's judgment he
(Carter) isn't fully respon-
sive, Cronkite will follow up, if
he wants to. He is a reporter. I
would hope he would."
So the President won't know
the question before John Doe
asks it?
"No, not at all. There are
folks in this country who think
they have points to make to
the President. And they're
fully entitled to make those
points. What you and I think is
insane might- be fully sane to
the next person."
Local Students Take Honors
In Debating Competition
Laurie Beatty and Tom
_Riley,_,_both of Murray, took
third place honors for Murray
State University in the novice
debate division of the
University of Arkansas
Razorback Speech Tour-
nament in Fayetteville, Ark.,
over the weekend.
Miss Beatty, a junior, and
Riley, a freshman, ranked
third at the end of preliminary
competition on the basis of
their record of four wins and
one loss.
They defeated highly rated
Pan American University in a
close quarterfinal match
before losing te Cameron
State University of Lawton,
Okla., the eventual tour-
nament winner, in semifinal
competition.
Rick Maxedon, Anchorage
senior, and Krit Stubblefield,
Murray freshman, competed
in the regular debate division
and posted a 3-3 record.
Debate coach Robert
Valentine expressed his
pleasare with the overall
performance. He noted that
Stubblefield, competing as a
freshman in varsity com-
petition, scored as best
speaker in two different
rounds.
"He's picking up a great
deal of experience from
Maxedon," Valentine said.
"None of these terms had
been in competition since last
semester," Valentine noted,
"so Arkansas was supposed to
be a warm-up for them. We
are very pleased with the
team record."
The team's next outing is at
Eastern Kentucky University




(-AP) - Sheryl Christopher
and her husband vote at
village council meetings from
the comfort of their easy
chairs. A new cable-TV
hookup allows citizens to tune
in on meetings, register their
opinions and tune out if the
goings get dull.
"We couldn't get a baby
sitter and either both of us had
to stay home, or one could go
to the meeting. This way we express an opinion at the same
both had a voice in the nffairs-time without having chaes7"---
of our community," Mrs.
Christophersaid.
The Grogan's Mill Village
Association, which handles
the affairs for several hundred
-property owners in a section of
tbis ,.new Houston suburb of
about 2,500 in Montgomery
County, has all its meetings
made available to subscibers
of WCATV.
As discussions on dangerous
intersections or debates on
gas rate increases proCeed,
viewers can punch buttons on
a handheld remote-control
unit and say, t.'Nes, I agree;
No, I disagree; speak louder:
go slower: I wept more
details; go faster, I want less
detail."
The viewers', opinions are
counted by a computer and
printed out and televised to
the association members at
the meeting within seconds.
The system was given its
first test Monday night during
the monthly meeting.
Don Rozak, manager of the




problems, like one lengthy
presentation that didn't in-
terest the viewers, and they
switched to another show but
most came back later for the
other discussions.
"We feel it will be a
tremendous success. There is
no other environment where





president, said, -To the best of
our knowledge no local
government meeting has ever
before been brought into
homes for two-way com-
munications."
Arts and Recreation Center at
Ft. Campbell.
Kington's appearances as a
visiting artist are part of a
series made possible by
grants from the Kentucky
Arts Commission and the
National Endowment for the
Arts; in conjunction with the
Department of Art at Murray
State.
A member of the faculty at
SIU since 1961, Kington
earned the B. F. A. degree at
the University of Kansas and
the M. F. A. degree at the
Cranbrook Academy of Art in
Bloomfield Mb, Mich.
He was the recipient of a
Craftsman Fellowship
awarded by the National
Endowment for the Arts,
Washington, D. C., in 1974. His
work is included in -several
permanent collections, in-
cluding The Museum of
Contemporary Crafts in New
York City and Objects: USA,
The Johnson Collection,
Racine, Wis.
Kington, who grew up in
Kansas, has won numerous
awards and his work has
appeared for the past 15 years
in exhibitions in 29 states from
coast-to-coast, and
Washington, D. C., as well as
Mexico City and Ontario and
Toronto, Canada.
He was presented the Award
for Excellence for art in steel
crafts in the "Design in Steel
Awards" show of the
American Iron and Steel
Institute in New York City in
1971.. His work was also
exhibited in the "In Praise of
Hands" First World Crafts
International Invitational
Exhibition in the Ontario
Science Center in 1974 and the
"Crafts Multiples" National
Competitive Exhibition in
Renwick Gallery of the
Smithsonian Institute in
Washington, D. C., in 1975.
Kington, who served a year
as president of the Society of
North American Goldsmiths,
has also served as a juror,
visiting artist, panelist, and
lecturer-demonstrator in




FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP)-
State employes end the last of
their fuel-saving four-day
work weeks today and Gov.
Julian Carroll says reaction to
the revised schedule was
mixed.
Starting Monday, state
offices will return to eight-
hour days and five-day weeks,
Carroll said Wednesday.
"I believe that Kentuckians
have a right to expect state
gauerrunent to ba-availarble to
them five days a week," he
said.
Carroll put most state
agencies on 10-hour day7s and
foih•-day weeks Jan. 31, when
natural gas and other fuel
shortages forced school
closings and layoffs in some
areas.
He said the idea- was -to
"minimize what I knew would
be a loss of production, both in
the private sector and in the
service-related public sectors.
"It has been a very thin line
to walk," he said, "but I
believe what we did was just
as necessary as it is to return
now to a more normal work
schedule."
Carroll said he hoped the
switch to a four-day week had
served as an example to
homeowners, businesses and
industries to conserve fuel and
added ,that conservation is still
important.
Fuel savings so far have
"kept the wolves from the
door," he said. "We have not
had to declare a fuel
emergency. But that is only
because Kentuckians have
taken steps to burn less
natural gas, propane and fuel
oil.
"No one knows what the
summer will hold because of
the energy demands for air
conditioning, and no one
knows what .next winter will
hold," he said. "Everything
we do to save now will stand us
in better stead then."
Thermostats in state offices
will remain at 65 degrees, he
said.
Carroll said that among
employes he talked to in visits
to state agencies this month,
"I would say the feeling was
about evenly split." Most
employes with young children
and most who travel long
distances to work were op-
posed to the four-day week,
while others generally favored
it, he said. "
The state. Department of
Personnel is polling about
5,000 state employes con-















as the Division of 1.
Emergency Services
Division of Unemplib.
Insurance, have remained Ls.
a five-day week because of the
demand for ...their services
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